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ABSTRACT

Effects of alternative schedules for timber harvest from the national forests on prices,
consumption, and production of softwood stumpage, lumber, and plywood in the United
States are examined. A simplified theoretical model illustrates the role of key market relations
in determining the extent and direction of changes in price and quantity of products in
response to a shift in public timber supply. Preliminary quantitative estimates of impact on
price and quantity that result from supply changes are derived from the models and data
presented in several existing studies. A multiproduct, multiregional econometric model of U.S.

softwood markets is developed and its predictive ability examined. The model is used to
project market behavior under two alternative harvesting schedules on national forests for the
period 1976 to 2000. Two contrasting policies are simulated: an "Organic Act" policy of
gradual reductions in cut to roughly 50 percent below recent rates, and a "price control"
policy in which cut is increased as needed to constrain inflation in lumber and plywood prices

during the period from 1976 to 2000.
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INTRODUCTION

This study is an examination of the prospective effects of alternative schedules of
national forest timber harvest on the prices and consumption of softwood stumpage, lumber,
and plywood in the United States. That such effects exist has been recognized for many years.
In the 1920's and 1930's, private forest ownerships still held vast reserves of old-growth
timber. Price competition in the lumber industry was extensive and, except for a brief period
during the early 1920's, lumber prices were weak and unstable. There was much concern that
the newly emerging timber management programs on national forests might contribute to the
"oversupply" of timber and further depress prices. As a means of constraining supply, David T.
Mason and other foresters urged the Forest Service and large private owners to adopt a
cooperative policy of "sustained yield" in setting harvest levels. The Sustained Yield Forest
Management Act of 1944 (58 Stat. 132) was largely an outgrowth of these early efforts.

Conditions were essentially reversed by the middle of this century. World War II-and the
rapid expansion in construction activity that followed the war-markedly increased the drain
on timber inventories. Lumber prices rose sharply during the postwar period. As early as 1951,
Gulick (4) and others observed that national forests represented an important reserve that
might be drawn on during periods of strong construction activity to stem short-term price
increases. By the early 1960's, industry groups-in the face of declining private inventories-
became strong advocates of expanding harvests from national forests to stabilize local industry
and to slow the long-term growth in lumber and wood products prices. The exaggerated
cyclical price movements in 1968-69 and again in 1971-73 added further fuel to the debate
and precipitated some movement to expand harvests.

Most recently, long-range forecasts of the domestic softwood economy predict a
continuation of historical trends toward increasing absolute and relative prices of softwood
products and accompanying substitution of other products. Such trends may be undesirable to
the extent that they increase the costs of housing and other wood products to consumers,
promote the use of environmentally damaging and more energy-intensive nonwood products,
or weaken the competitive position of the United States in world wood markets and expand
imports of wood products. Programs to promote timber growth on public and private lands
have been suggested as solutions to these problems. In the period before 2000, however, any
significant expansion in domestic harvest will require increases in cut from public lands.

The effect of national forest harvests on markets has both short- and long-term
dimensions. In the short term, attention focuses on the timing of shifts in price and
consumption in response to a change in national forest harvest. Not all of the influence of a
given change in harvest will be realized immediately. The length of such lags in response is
critical in assessing the value and feasibility of discretionary harvest scheduling to counter the
cycle. In the long term, concern is with trends or rates of change in price and with
consumption primarily as it is influenced by substitution of nonwood or nonsoftwood
products. Policy makers need information on how, if at all, alternative harvesting schedules for
the national forests might influence these trends. These long-term phenomena are the central
focus of this study.

The question of effects on price and consumption arising from shifts in public supply is
considered here in three ways: qualitative notions of potential impacts based on a priori
information about elasticities of demand and supply at various market levels; estimates of
impacts derived from existing quantitative models and studies of forest products markets; and
impact estimates from simulations with a model developed specifically for this study.

The objectives in the first section are to describe some basic theoretical developments
that provide insight into the likely direction of changes in price and consumption in response
to a shift in public supply and to highlight the role of key relations at each market level that
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shape these responses. The second section draws on recent empirical studies of forest products
markets to provide some preliminary numerical estimates of the price impacts of shifts in
harvest schedules. In the final sections, a multiequation, econometric model of national
markets for softwood lumber, plywood, and stumpage is developed. The model gives explicit
treatment to regional differences in supply characteristics in the lumber and plywood markets
and distinguishes between public and private harvest in regional stumpage markets. Potential
effects of alternative harvest schedules on the national forests are examined in several policy

simulations using the model.

SIMPLIFIED THEORETICAL ANALYSIS

First, the role of public timber supply will be examined in the context of a simple
two-sector, supply-demand model. The model provides a framework for considering later
empirical results and leads to some qualitative anticipations of the effects of shifts in public

supply.

Stumpage Sector

The model includes a stumpage sector and an end-product sector (lumber and plywood
market) connected by a production function. In the stumpage sector, the demand for
stumpage (in the aggregate) is generally considered to be inelastic and less elastic than final
product demand (12, 18). Indeed, it may be considerably less elastic because possibilities for

substitution are extremely limited. Stumpage supply is composed of public and private
components. Public supply is assumed to be price inelastic although, in practice, supplies may

be allowed to vary in the long run with changing merchantability standards and hence prices.
Private stumpage supply is generally viewed by economists as inelastic and is so treated here.
But this elasticity clearly could differ substantially from region to region.

Under these elasticity conditions, a shift in public stumpage supply would yield a
percentage change in equilibrium quantity of stumpage traded that is smaller than the
percentage change in equilibrium price (this follows from inelastic demand). Second, a shift in

public stumpage supply would result in a reduction in private supply so long as private supply
has any elasticity. The percentage changes in both price and quantity decline as private supply

becomes more elastic. Price impacts decline, but quantity changes expand, as demand become

more elastic.
Let the demand and supply relations in the hypothetical stumpage market be given by:

d = d(p, P), and I

s = s(p) + G, 2

where p is stumpage price, P is product price, and G is public supply. Equilibrium in the
market requires that d = s, or

d(p, P) = s(p) + G 3

Taking the total differential of equation 3:

(ad/ap)dp + (ad/aP)dP = (as/ap)dp + dG. 4
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Ignoring the term in product price momentarily:

dp/dG = 1/(ad/ap - as/3p). 5

The impact of a change in public supply on equilibrium stumpage price varies inversely
with the difference between the slopes of the demand and supply curves in price-quantity
space. The denominator of equation 5 is negative because the demand curve is negatively
sloped. An increase in this slope (roughly, an increase in elasticity) reduces the price impact of
dG. An increase in the supply slope (roughly, an increase in elasticity) also reduces the impact.

Reintroducing the term in product price, equation 5 becomes

dp/dG = 1/(ad/ap - as/ap) - [ad/aP/(ad/ap - as/ap)] dP/dG 6

In effect, the last term represents feedback from the product market to the stumpage market
through the derived demand equation. Because an increase in stumpage price shifts the product
supply equation to the left in price-quantity space (thus increasing product price), feedback
increases derived demand at the original stumpage price. That is, the feedback acts to augment
the initial change in stumpage price. A decrease in stumpage price has the opposite effect. This
relation can be stated more clearly after an examination of developments in the product
sector.

Product Sector

Given some shift in public stumpage supply and an associated change in stumpage price,
the impact on product price can be deduced in a manner similar to the preceding analysis. Let
demand and supply in the product sector be given by

D = D(P)
S = S(P, p), and

D(P) = S(P, p).

and
Then (a D/a P)dP = (a S/a P)dP + (a S/a p)dp 7

(dP/dp) = aS/ap/(aD/aP - aS/a P). 8

The change in product price depends directly on the sensitivity of supply to changes in
stumpage costs and inversely on the difference between demand and supply slopes.

Multiplying both sides of equation 8 by p/P, the ratio of stumpage to product prices,

dP/dp(p/P) _ (aS/ap)p/[(aD/aP)P - (aS/aP)P] = e(S,p)S/[e(D,P)D - e(S,P)S],

where e(X,Y) denotes the elasticity of X with respect to Y. If D = S in equilibrium, then

dP/dp(p/P) = e(S,p)/[e(D,P) - e(S, P)] 9

The left side of equation 9 is sometimes referred to as the "elasticity of price
transmission." It depends here on the elasticity of supply with respect to factor price and the
difference between demand and supply elasticities. The right side of equation 9 is positive,
assuming supply declines as factor cost increases. An increase in e(S, p) increases the effect on
product price of a shift in stumpage price, but either a more elastic demand or supply reduces
it.
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For the kind of broad, homogeneous markets assumed here, the own-price elasticity of
lumber and plywood demand is generally considered to be less than 1. Supply, on the other
hand, is usually thought to be elastic or at least unit elastic. Supply elasticity with respect to
stumpage price is likely to be low, but a priori information is limited. Recent empirical studies
provide some estimates of this elasticity for softwood lumber products, as shown in Table 1. If
we assume that e(S, p) = -0.12, e(S, P) = 1.0, and e(D, P) = -0.1, then the elasticity of price
transmission would be about 0.11. Thus, a 10-percent change in stumpage prices would lead to
a 1.1-percent change in product prices. If supply elasticity were somewhat lower (as found in a
later part of this report), say 0.6, and e(S, p) somewhat larger, say -0.2, the result would be
roughly 0.29. This agrees closely with an estimate of 0.25 derived by regressing percentage
lumber price changes on percentage stumpage price changes for the period 1947-1974. Only a
fraction of the price change in the stumpage market will ultimately be reflected in product
prices. If product demand is highly inelastic, the associated change in percentage will be still
less.

Table 1. Supply Elasticity of Softwood Lumber with Respect to National
Forest Stumpage Price.

Lumber species Elasticity Reference

"Structural" softwoods -0.082 Mills and Manthy (13)

Douglas-fir -0.135 Mills and Manthy (13)

All softwoods -0.124 McKillop (9)

Douglas-fir -0.140 Robinson (14)

To complete the examination of the net effect of a change in public supply on the
stumpage market, solve the differential form in equation 7 for dP and substitute in equation 4.
Dividing through by dG and solving the dp/dG, we obtain

dp/dG = 1/[(ad/ap - as/ap) + a d/a P(a S/a p/(a D/a P - aS/aP))], 10

or, using equation 8,
dp/dG = 1/[(ad/ap - as/ap) + ad/aP(dP/dp)]. 11

Now, dp/dG will have the expected size and sign if the following inequalities hold

-(ad/ap - a s/p) > ad/aP(dP/dp) > 0. 12

The right-hand inequality in 12 guarantees that dp/dG in equation 11 will be greater than the
unadjusted impact found in equation 5 because of feedback from the product market. This
inequality will be satisfied so long as derived demand varies directly with product price in
equation 1 and product price varies directly with stumpage price as illustrated in equation 8.
The left-hand side of 12 guarantees that dp/dG will be negative. One can readily show that this
inequality always holds so long as the curves for product and derived demand are negatively
sloped and the curves for the product and stumpage supply are positively sloped.
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Illustrations of Results

Robinson (14) has developed a model of markets for Douglas-fir and southern pine
stumpage and lumber using a set of interrelated functions for supply and demand roughly
similar to the simple model presented above. The developments in equations 9 and 10 can be
illustrated by using Robinson's results for the Douglas-fir market alone. In Robinson's model,
ad/ap = -43.12, as/ap = 33.72,'ad/aP = 118.90, aS/ap = -43.12, aD/aP = -94.56, and aS/aP =
128.25 (combining import and domestic supply). Substituting in equation 10, we obtain
dp/dG = -0.0186; G is measured in millions of board feet in Robinson's model and p in
deflated dollars per M fbm. Thus, an increase of one million board feet in G leads to a
reduction in Douglas-fir stumpage price of $0.0186 per M fbm. By substituting elasticities as
reported by Robinson in equation 9, the elasticity of price transmission is found to be 0.067.
Using average prices for lumber and stumpage from Robinson's data, we may then write:

(A price/avg price for lumber)/(A price/avg price for stumpage) = (A lumber price/86.28)/
(-0.0186/28.22) = 0.067.
Solving for A lumber price, we obtain -0.0038. Thus, for this specific example of the
Douglas-fir market, an increase of one million board feet in government stumpage supply
reduces stumpage price by $0.0186 per M fbm and Douglas-fir lumber price by $0.0038 per M
fbm.

Summary and Extensions

The simple model focuses attention on the principal elements to be considered in
determining effects on price and consumption of a shift in public supply: the elasticity of
private stumpage supply, or more generally, the potential response of private timber supply to
shifts in public supply; the elasticity of stumpage demand and the sensitivity of stumpage
demand to final product prices; the impact of stumpage prices on product supply; the
own-price elasticity of product supply; and the price elasticity of product demand.

The model abstracts, however, from several difficult and potentially important practical
matters.

Multiple Products and Agents
In assessing alternative public supply schedules, resulting changes in the distribution of

volume consumed by types of domestic and foreign users are of considerable interest. In
product markets, shifts in output among domestic and imported sources also are of concern.
Some disaggregation of the simple model along product lines is indicated.

Harvest-inventory Interactions in Private Supply
In models of perennial and annual agricultural commodities, detailed consideration is

customarily given to determining acres planted or the stock of yielding and nonyielding plants
or animals. Such stocks set limits on current and future supply responses, although supply is
generally taken as some function of price, potential output (available stocks or yield of planted
acres), and other variables.

In forestry, the connection between (private) timber supply and available stocks is no less
direct, but the nature of this interaction is poorly understood. Available stocks of timber are
seldom considered in models of stumpage supply. For example, the models by Robinson and

'From inequality 12, we have that -(-43.12 - 33.72)> 118.90(0.193) >0. Thus, dp/dG is negative and greater
than the price change found from equation 5, which is -0.0130.
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Adams to be discussed below include stumpage supply relations, but these are not related to
stocks. Conceivably, long-term simulations with such stock-independent models could produce
unattainable forecasts of stumpage output.

Regional Aggregation
Until recently, most models of forest products markets have been disaggregated along

species rather than geographical lines. In the present study, however, there are strong reasons
for maintaining a fine geographical breakdown.

National forest softwood timber holdings are not uniformly distributed across the United
States. The bulk of this timber is concentrated in the West, with much smaller volumes in the
South and North. Within the western states, the nature and extent of Forest Service holdings
differ substantially between coastal and interior regions. At the same time, characteristics of
the forest products industry and private timberlands differ sharply among these several regions.

As a consequence, a given aggregate change in Forest Service supply may have quite different
effects in these regions on prices, production, and consumption of softwood products because

of its geographical allocation.
Results of policies become more difficult to interpret and evaluate as regional boundaries

expand. Average stumpage prices in the entire West, for example, have less meaning than prices

for the Douglas-fir, redwood, and western pine subregions. Also, an outcome or action that

appears practical in the aggregate may include significant local inequities or require physically
or economically improbable shifts in local activities.

Behavior in stumpage markets, which is of particular concern in this study, is clearly

dominated by local considerations of timber availability, production costs, and demand. In

combining several regions, it is often possible to do no more than account for trends in the

resulting aggregates.

Market Dynamics
Early attempts to test theoretical economic constructs were encumbered by incompatibil-

ity of the generally static or equilibrium character of theory and the fluid, adaptive nature of
actual market behavior. As a result, much work has been done in describing (in empirically
implementable form) the nature of various economic adjustment processes. This is a significant
development in terms of improving model realism. More important to this study, it expands
the potential usefulness of models to decision makers where knowledge of adjustment paths as
well as long-term equilibrium impacts is needed in assessing policy alternatives.

ESTIMATES OF MARKET IMPACTS FROM EXISTING STUDIES

Additional estimates of the potential market impacts of changes in public timber supply
can be obtained from an analysis of existing empirical studies. All available studies must be
considered incomplete in that they consider only a limited number of regions or types of
products, are often only minimally dynamic, and do not allow for interaction between
stumpage market activity and timber inventory characteristics in either the public or private
sectors. Nevertheless, the studies do provide insights into the reaction and sensitivity of
segments of the overall markets of interest and provide at least partial tests of notions
developed in the analysis of the simple model.

Robinson's Model of Markets for Douglas-fir and Southern Pine
Lumber and Stumpage

Robinson (14) has presented an annual econometric model of markets for Douglas-fir and

southern pine lumber. He also developed relations to describe price and output behavior in the
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two stumpage markets. Public stumpage supply is not explicitly considered in Robinson's
model. The Douglas-fir stumpage supply equation may be interpreted as an aggregate relation
including both public and private supply components, however. If public supply is assumed to
be perfectly inelastic, a shift in public supply would correspond to a change in the intercept of
Robinson's Douglas-fir stumpage supply relation.

In the following test, public supply of Douglas-fir was assumed to increase by 350 million
fbm at a given point in the simulation and remain at the resulting level indefinitely. Robinson's
model considers only stumpage supplied to lumber processors. The change of 350 million fbm
would correspond roughly to an overall increase of 600 million fbm in public supply if lumber
continued to receive its recent average share of public stumpage in the Douglas-fir
region-about 58 percent. This is about an 18-percent increase in average allowable cuts for
1965-1970. The effects of the supply change were examined by simulating market behavior
under historic economic conditions (actual values of exogenous variables) over the period
1961-1969, with and without the supply shift. Simulation results are outlined in Table 2.

Impacts on stumpage price are substantially larger than lumber price changes (roughly
5:1, using actual prices). Only $1.17 of the $6.36 reduction in stumpage price is "passed
through" to lumber prices. Consumption increments are smaller than production because of
substitution of domestic for foreign lumber as domestic price declines. Based on stumpage
demand elasticity alone (elasticity = -0.14 at averages for 1961-69), a stumpage price reduction
of roughly 30 percent would have been anticipated in the historical simulation (the quantity
shift is about 4.5 percent). Stumpage supply elasticity, which has been attributed entirely to
the private sector, accounts for the diminution of this impact. Indeed, the inferred decline in
private cut would be nearly 62 percent of the increase in public cut based on the realized
average annual increase in domestic production (about 136 million fbm). In the simulation, no
changes appear in the market variables for southern pine lumber or stumpage because the
model does not include mutual dependence between the two regions.

In absolute terms, Robinson's model yields a change of $0.011 per M fbm in deflated
prices for Douglas-fir stumpage for a change of 1 million fbm in public cut.' Deflated

Table 2. Selected Simulation Results from Robinson's (14) Model under
an Increase of 600 Million Fbm in Public Timber Supply in the Douglas-
fir Region.

Avg changes for 1961-1969a

Market item Absolute Percentage

Millions fbm Percent

Domestic lumber production +135.6 1.71b

-14.11Stumpage price, deflated $-6.36b
Lumber price, deflated $-1.17 - 1.35
Lumber consumption +115.4 + 1.28
Lumber imports - 20.3 - 1.88

aFor simulations with and without an increase in public supply.
Dollars per thousand board feet.

2lmpacts are averaged over the period 1961-69, and the actual increase in public cut was taken as 600 million
fbm as previously discussed.
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Douglas-fir lumber prices change by $0.002 per M fbm for a similar shift. Because the model

includes only a single dynamic adjustment process, in lumber imports, the full effects of any
disturbance are felt almost immediately. In a simulation under constant exogenous conditions,

for example, 99 percent of all ultimate changes in equilibrium price and consumption were

realized in the year of the supply shift.

The Timber Outlook Supply-demand Model

In a recent study, McKillop (11) translated price and quantity data presented in the
Timber Outlook report (19, p. 216) into linear supply and demand functions for U.S.
softwood sawtimber products. He derived three sets of supply and demand relations, one for

each of 3 successive decades beginning with 1980. McKillop then manipulated these relations

to examine price changes under various supply shifts.
By a similar technique, but with a more elaborate disaggregation of supply, a model was

constructed for national softwood sawtimber markets including four region-ownership supply

relations (East, West, Forest Service, All Other). Using Timber Outlook data, the Forest
Service supply relations have some price elasticity. A single aggregate, national demand
function is retained. The analysis used McKillop's price data, which are average selling values

for softwood products in 1970 dollars per M fbm derived from Forest Service appraisals.
The impacts of an exogenous change in Forest Service supply can be examined roughly

by shifting the appropriate supply equation intercept. Table 3 gives projections of aggregate
prices and consumption under current policies, for a uniform increase of 10 billion fbm in
western Forest Service cut, and for a policy of price stabilization. Under this last policy, Forest
Service western supply is increased to stabilize prices roughly at forecast levels for 1980.

In all instances of increments in Forest Service cut, realized changes are less than those
planned because both private and Forest Service supply have some elasticity. Under the
increase of 10 billion fbm in western Forest Service cut, harvest from lands other than the
national forests (mostly private) declines by 1.68, 0.79, and 0.69 billion fbm in 1980, 1990,
and 2000, compared to rates under current policy. That is, non-Forest Service cut declines by
about 17, 8, and 7 percent of the planned increment in Forest Service cut in the respective
decades.

The size of the supply shifts required to stabilize prices are significant, representing 66-
and 120-percent increases, respectively, over levels for 1990 and 2000 under current policies.
The absolute price impacts of shifts in Forest Service supply are identical for both policies, as
indicated in the last column of Table 3.

Table 3. Effects on Price and Consumption of Shifts in Forest Service Cut in the West Using
a Simplified Supply-demand model Derived from the Timber Outlook Report (19). Consumption
and Supply in Billion Fbm, Int'l 1%4-inch; Price in 1970 Dollars per of fbm.

Current lic 10-billion-fbm increase
Price

stabilization olic a
U.S. Forest U.S. Forest U.S. Forest
con- Service con- Service con- Service Price b

Year sumption supply Price sumption supply price sumption supply Price change

$/M fbm

1980 48.94 10.75 140.6 56.61 20.28 119.7 48.94 10.75 14,0.6 -$0.0021
1990 49.79 10.95 155.9 58.48 20.54 135.6 56.40 18.24 140.5 -$0.0020
2000 50.38 11.59 175.5 58.92 20.92 152.4 63.18 25.59 140.9 -$0.0023

aPlanned increments for price stabilization policy were 0, 7.5, and 15 billion fbm.
bPrice change for each increase in cut of one million fbm.
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Adams' Model of Douglas-fir Region Markets

Adams (1) has reported a model of product and stumpage markets in the Douglas-fir
region. Like Robinson's, it considers only limited interaction with other softwood-producing
regions and does not include a direct linkage between resource inventories and timber supplies.
Under a simulated increase of 600 million fbm in offerings of Forest Service timber in the
Douglas-fir region, stumpage prices (average Forest Service bid prices in 1961-1969) fell by 27
percent, but lumber prices fell by only 0.6 percent. Regional log production increased by
about 1 percent, but consumption in lumber and plywood mills grew by substantially less than
1 percent. Private cut declined by about 60 percent of the increase in Forest Service cut.

Using averages for the 1961-1969 simulation period, Adams' model indicates a change in
Douglas-fir stumpage prices of about $0.016 per M fbm for each million fbm change in annual
Forest Service offerings. Douglas-fir lumber price changes average about $0.001 per M fbm for
each million fbm change.

Marty's Model of National Softwood Markets

Marty (8) presents an analysis of national markets for softwood products with data
derived in large part from the Timber Outlook report (19). Supply relations by ownership
category are combined with an aggregate national demand function to forecast equilibrium
prices and volumes over the period to 2020. In this model, prices are represented by the
deflated wholesale price index for all softwood lumber (1967 = 100). Elasticities of supply and
demand schedules were subjectively developed.

Marty examines the prospective impacts of alternative rates of harvest in national forests
on prices, private harvest, and inventory over the period to 1980. Table 4 is derived from this
analysis. The indicated average price change per million fbm increase in national forest cut is
-0.0013. The aggregate reduction in private harvest in moving from the highest to lowest price
amounts to about 40 percent of the required increment in national forest cut; that is, -3.0
billion fbm relative to +7.5 billion fbm.

Table 4. Prospective Impacts in 1980 of Alternative Rates of Harvest in
National Forests on Prices and Private Harvest. Cut is in Billions Fbm.
From Marty (8).

Price index Harvest
Price change
with increase

(1967 = 100) National in national
Range Avg forest Private Total forest cut

$/M fbma

120-125 112.5 13.9 35.0 53.7 -0.0012
115-120 117.5 18.0 33.4 56.5 -0.0015
110-115 112.5 21.4 32.0 58.2

aChange for each increase of one million fbm in cut.

Josephson's Study of Harvest Scheduling

In an unpublished examination of the economics of public timber harvest scheduling,
Josephson (6) presents forecasts of end-product and stumpage prices under "evenflow" and
"accelerated" harvest policies on the western national forests. The model is similar in most

9



respects to that used in the recent Timber Outlook (19). Product prices are represented by a
deflated composite index of lumber and plywood prices (1970 = 100) and stumpage prices by
deflated average bid prices for national forest stumpage. Relevant portions of Josephson's
analysis are reproduced in Table 5.

Under the accelerated cutting policy, national forest harvest increases by about 3 billion
fbm annually through the year 2000. Product and stumpage price response per unit of increase
in national forest harvest and percentage reduction in "other-owner" cut are shown in Table 6.

Summary

Impact estimates from the five studies with standardized price and volume measures are
given in Table 7.

As noted in the preceding discussion, basic data for the studies by Marty and Josephson
and for the Timber Outlook model derive from the Timber Outlook report (19). As a result,
the estimates of end-product price impacts from the three analyses are similar, lying within a

Table 5. Forecasts of Stumpage and Products Prices under Current and
Accelerated Harvest Policies on Western National Forests. Derived from
Josephson (6).

Cuttin g T Year
Item policy r 1 980 1990 2000

National forest harvests, Current 1 2.0 13.2 14.0
billions fbm Accelerated 15.0 16.1 17.0

+ 3.0 +2.9 +3.0

Products p rice index Curren t 119 130 142

(1970 = 100) Accelerated 114 126 138
-5 -4 -4

Other-owner harvest, Current 3 7.3 37.4 36.5
billions fbm Accelerated 3 6.5 36.4 36.0

-0.8 -1.0 -0.5

Stumpage p rices, Current 77 87 98

$/M fbm Accelerated 72 83 94
-5 -4 -4

Table 6. Price Response and Percentage Reduction in Other-Owner Cut
under the Accelerated-Cut Policy.

Year
Item 1980 1990 2000

Products price index a -0.0017 -0.0014 -0.0013
Stumpage price -0.0017 -0.0014 -0.0013

Reduction in other-owner cut, 27 34 17

a Response per million fbm increase in national forest cut.
As a percentage of the increase in national forest cut.
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range of 0.0006 index units. Thus, for example, for an increase of 3 billion fbm in national
forest harvest, the price change forecasts of these studies would vary by, at most, 1.8 index
units. The Josephson and Timber Outlook model estimates do differ somewhat in projected
trends during 1980-2000. This is most likely because of the specific methods chosen to
represent the Timber Outlook report data in each study rather than any inherent differences in
assumptions or theoretical structure. Disparity between the Adams and Robinson estimates for
Douglas-fir lumber price is somewhat greater. This arises in part because of major differences in
key estimates of elasticity in the two models and because Robinson's model considers all
Douglas-fir lumber production, but Adams' model treats lumber production originating in the
Douglas-fir region regardless of species.

Only three studies provide information on stumpage prices. The differences between the
Adams and Robinson estimates are not as great here, but both are about 15 times larger than
Josephson's. Note that stumpage demand and supply are given explicit treatment, and
stumpage price is directly incorporated in product supply equations in the Adams and
Robinson models, In contrast, Josephson examines only product markets, deriving stumpage
prices on the assumption that 75 percent of end-product price changes are reflected in
stumpage price shifts.

A MULTIREGIONAL, MULTIPRODUCT MODEL OF U.S. SOFTWOOD
LUMBER, PLYWOOD, AND STUMPAGE MARKETS

The model described in the following pages was designed to provide a consistent means
for analyzing the impacts of alternative national forest timber harvest schedules on the
softwood timber market. The model satisfies conventional a priori notions on sizes and signs of
critical coefficients and performs well in simulation tests on historical data sets. It also appears
to present plausible forecasts of potential market behavior under fairly extreme sets of
assumptions on future exogenous conditions and national forest harvest schedules. A few
admonitions for its use should be noted at the outset, however.

National forest timber harvest schedules are established for many decades and often
several centuries into the future. Sometimes significant shifts in harvest occur several years
after the inception of a cutting program. In developing the model and the projection
procedures, however, a forecast period of only 25 years (1975-2000) was considered adequate
for current planning purposes. But this is still an extremely long period for economic
forecasting, and numerous difficulties must be recognized. For forecasts of this length, rates
and even trends of key external factors (such as housing activity) can only be assumed. The

Table 7. Change in Price Index per Million Fbm Increase in National Forest Harvest for a
Given Year or Period.

Study
1961-

1969

End-product pricea

J
pricea

1961

Stumpage

-

1980 1990 2000 1980 19901969J 1 -
2000

Robinson (14)b -0.0023 -- -- -- -0.0305 -- -- --
imber Outlook (19)0 -- -0.0018 -0.0017 -0.0019 - -- -- --

Adams (1)b -0.0006 -0.0445
rty (8)0 -- -0.0013 -- -- - --

osephson (6)0 -- -0.0017 -0.0014 -0.0013 -- -0.0027 -0.0020 -0.0020

bPrices as an index, 1970 = 100; volumes in International 1/4-inch rule.
Douglas-fir lumber and stumpage only.
0All U.S. softwood lumber and plywood or softwood stumpage.
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model allows for ready substitution of alternative exogenous variable forecasts, but clearly all
projections are strictly conditional on these assumptions. Beyond this, structural change may
occur, which presents difficulties in both modelling and forecasting. When a model is to be
used for making projections as long as those envisioned here, the tendency is to develop time
series with as many observations as possible. This reduces the problem of degrees of freedom,
but because a model can account for only a limited number of factors that shift the structure,
the resulting estimates may be inferior to those developed from shorter series, giving greater
weight to more recent structural conditions. The present model was estimated from data for
the period 1947 through 1974. Today's markets are different in many ways from those three
decades ago. One is forced to assume in forecasting that the values of coefficients and the
nature of adjustment processes do not change or, if additional information is available, change
in some prespecified manner. A final problem arises when simulations include conditions
beyond the range of historical experience. Policy variables, for example, may be set far higher
(or lower) or changed at rates much faster (or slower) than previously observed. As a result,
projections may appear implausible or unrealistic. Such projections often can be rectified by
appropriate structural adjustments, and, in the process, further insight is gained into the
economic phenomena being modelled. The problem remains, however, a significant shortcom-
ing of the present method.

Model Structure

An outline of the model structure is given in Figure 1. Four regions are recognized,
corresponding to the four major softwood lumber producing areas: WC, western coastal
(Douglas-fir plus redwood); WP, western pine; SP, southern pine; and N, northern (Figure 2).
Timber harvest in Alaska is not considered in this study because it has little impact on
domestic markets. The model includes behavioral equations for lumber, plywood, and
stumpage markets. Pulpwood, miscellaneous products (such as shakes, shingles, poles, and
piling), and fuelwood are treated as exogenous and enter the model as additional demands on
regional stumpage markets. Pulpwood is a minor component of total harvest in the West,
because fiber requirements are met in large part by use of plant residues. In the eastern regions,
pulpwood demands exert a strong force on regional stumpage market behavior. This source of
stumpage demand is treated as exogenous, because stumpage price movements apparently have
only limited impact on the production of pulp or of final pulp products. This is partly because
of the organization of pulp products markets, the cost structure of pulp production, and to a
lesser degree the flexible wood quality requirements of pulp production. Causal relations run
strongly from product to stumpage sectors but only weakly in the opposite direction.

Miscellaneous products and fuelwood are sometimes of considerable local importance,
but their volumes are insignificant regionally or nationally. Prices of miscellaneous products
are likely to be strongly linked to stumpage market activity, but those for fuelwood are not.
Shifts in demand for either product have little influence on stumpage prices over regions as
large as those in the present study.

Softwood production in the N region has also been taken as exogenous. Softwood
plywood is not produced there, hence only lumber production enters the model. Federal forest
land holdings are limited in the North and are only a minor source of softwood supplies.
Softwood lumber output is small (less than 4 percent of the national total), is strongly
oriented to local markets, and historically has been highly stable. Changes in national markets
undoubtedly influence production and prices in the region, but developments in the region
have only limited national impact.

The model assumes that regional supplies of softwood lumber and plywood enter uniform
national markets as perfect substitutes. National softwood lumber and plywood prices are
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established and regional production determined by the relative position and elasticity of the
demand and several regional supply and import functions. Inventories of lumber and plywood
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Figure 2. Regions into which the United States was divided for econometric analysis.

the sum of a (price and inventory elastic) private component and an exogenous public
component. Private cut as determined by stumpage market interactions represents total
product output from private timberlands. This is decreased by an estimate of the
nongrowing-stock component and increased by nonproduct removals from growing stock to
obtain total removals from growing stock. A separate inventory sector uses the removals
estimates to update inventories of private growing-stock for use in subsequent projections.

The estimated equations and identities that constitute each of the blocks in Figure 1 are
given in Table 8. Variable definitions are given in Table 9, elasticities in Table 10. Coefficients
were estimated using two-stage least squares with a reduced number of first-stage instruments.
Annual data were used covering the period from 1947 through 1974. In some instances,
equations were fitted using subsets of the basic sample period because of missing observations.
All data, definitions, and sources are presented in section 1 of the supplement to this report,
which is available on request from the Forest Research Laboratory, Oregon State University.
Details of computational procedures for certain derived series are presented in section 2 of the
supplement. Results of the estimation will be discussed next.

Lumber and Plywood Demand
The form of the lumber and plywood demand relations is similar to that in most recent

econometric studies of forest products markets. Quantity demanded is related to some
own-price variable, prices of substitutes, and measures of activity in construction and other
industries that use lumber and plywood. Current lumber price did not enter the lumber
demand relation; however, a lagged price term together with a moving average ratio of lumber
and plywood prices were retained. The implication is that substitution because of price shifts is
a gradual process based on unfavorable lumber price movements over a lengthy period. The
plywood demand elasticity estimate was -0.48. As indicated by the elasticity estimates in Table
10, plywood demand is generally more sensitive than lumber to shifts in prices of substitutes
and to housing activity.
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Table 8. Equations and Coefficient Estimates for Softwood Timber Market

Model.a

LUMBER DEMAND (CONSUMPTION)
1. DLUM = -1,882.1 + 91.375 HSP + 9.553 MAHS + 246.15 VNRESD

(-0.254) (2.060) (8.327) (3.714)

- 22.503 PLUM1 + 4,699.6 MARPL
(-1.927) (1.429)

R2 = 0.871, DW = 2.576, SE = 1,058.02, SAMPLE = 1949-1974

PLYWOOD DEMAND (CONSUMPTION)
2. DPLY = 3,091.0 - 32.665 PPLY + 133.71 IMP - 5,518.0 MARPS + 4.76.9 MAHS

(1.543) (-3.037) (11.022) (-4.231) (5.864)

R2 = 0.939, DW = 1.905, SE = 578.87, SAMPLE = 1949-1974

WESTERN COASTAL LUMBER SUPPLY (PRODUCTION)
3. SLWC = 5,291.2 + 47.539 PLUM - 22.245 PSWC - 0.434 WLWC - 8.822 PRPP

(2.998) (5.014) (-2.027) (3.329) (-1.196)

+ 0.438 SLWC1
(3.021)

R2 = 0.832, DW = 1.741, SE = 389.35, SAMPLE = 1949-1974

WESTERN PINE LUMBER SUPPLY (PRODUCTION)
4. SLWP = 1,243.1 + 50.873 PLUM - 62.090 PSWP - 154.51 WLWP - 23.99 PRPP

(0.935) (4.175) (-5.066) (-0.479) (-1.249)

+ 0.79390 SLWP1
(5.276)

R2 = 0.911, DW = 2.215, SE.= 358.97, SAMPLE = 1949-1973

SOUTHERN PINE LUMBER SUPPLY (PRODUCTION)
5. SLSP = 3,054.8 + 46.822 PLUM - 48.322 PSSP - 618.94 WLSP - 24.452 PRPP

(2.152) (2.230) (-1.264) (-1.059) (-2.818)

+ 0.604 SLS01
(3.634)

R2 = 0.706, DW = 2.693, SE = 652.78, SAMPLE = 1949-1974

WESTERN PLYWOOD SUPPLY (PRODUCTION)
6. SPW = -7,266.0 + 40.188 PPLY - 58.779 PSW - 0.177 WPWC + 31.628 OEPW

(-3.937) (2.721) (-3.181) (-1.321) (5.409)

+ 0.786 SPW1
(7.010)

R2 = 0.992, DW = 2.017, SE = 374.76, SAMPLE = 1948-1974

SOUTHERN PINE PLYWOOD SUPPLY (PRODUCTION)2
7. SPSP = -11,668 + 41,470 PPLY - 3.487 PSSP + 621.890 T

(-9.261) (0.419) (-0.173) (10.586)

R2 = 0.980, SW = NC, SE = NC, SAMPLE = 1964-1974

LUMBER IMPORTS FROM CANADA
8. ILCAN = -6,623.0 + 5,821.7 MARDC + 2.2583 MAHS + 0.53717 ILCANI

(-3.354) (2.980) (3.434) (4.657)

R2 = 0.911, DW = 1.309, SE = 609.78, SAMPLE = 1949-1974

LUMBER MARKET CONSUMPTION IDENTITY
9. DLUM = SLWC + SLWP + SLSP + ILCAN + ILO - ELUM + SLNO
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Table 8. (Continued)

PLYWOOD MARKET CONSUMPTION IDENTITY
10. DPLY = SPWC + SPWP + SPSP + IPLY - EPLY

WESTERN PLYWOOD PRODUCTION BREAKDOWN
11. SPWC = KSP* SPW
12. SPWP = SPW - SPWC
12'. KSP = 1.5597 - 0.18951 MARSP - 2.3440 x 10 " MARW

(7.957) (-5.008) (2.622)
R2 = 0.592, DW = 0.742, SE = 0.045, SAMPLE = 1949-1974

WESTERN AVERAGE STUMPAGE PRICE
13. PSW = 1/2(PSWC + PSWP)

WESTERN COASTAL AGGREGATE STUMPAGE DEMAND
14. DSWC = KWPL*SLWC - KWCP*SPWC + EWC + ELWC

WESTERN PINE AGGREGATE STUMPAGE DEMAND
15. DSWP = KWPL*SLWP + KWPP* SPWP + EWP

SOUTHERN PINE AGGREGATE STUMPAGE DEMAND
16. DSSP = KSPL*SLSP + KSPP*SPSP + ESP

WESTERN COASTAL PRIVATE STUMPAGE SUPPLY (HARVEST)b
17. SPWC = [6.601 x 10 7 + 3.558 x

109

PSWC]IWC2
(26.864) (6.644)

R2 = 0.648, DW = 0.713, SE = NC, SAMPLE = 1949-1974

WESTERN PINE PRIVATE STUMPAGE SUPPLY (HARVEST)
18. SPSWP = -710.69 + 1.370 PSWP + 0.008 IWP

(-2.580) (1.819) (5.415)
R2 = 0.585, DW = 1.311, SE = 59.23, SAMPLE = 1950-1973

SOUTHERN PINE PRIVATE STUMPAGE SUPPLY (HARVEST)
19. SPSSP = 1,769.9 + 17.492 PSSP + 0.002 ISP

(5.674) (3.500) (0.808)
R2 = 0.686, DW - 0.502, SE = 222.98, SAMPLE = 1950-1974

STUMPAGE MARKET CONSUMPTION IDENTITIES
20. DSWC = SPSWP + SGSWC + ILWC
21. DSWP = SPSWP + SGSWP
22. DSSP = SPSSP + SGSSP

aR2 unadjusted for degrees of freedom; DW = Durbin-Watson statistic,
SE = standard error of estimate; numbers in parentheses below
coefficients are t-values; NC = not calculated because of form of

bequation. All estimates by two-stage least squares except as noted.
Estimated using ordinary least squares.
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Table 9. Variables and Their Units.a

Variable Definition Units

DLUM Demand for softwood lumber (consumption)

DPLY Demand for softwood plywood (consumption)

DSSP Demand for softwood stumpage, SP region

DSWC Demand for softwood stumpage, WC region

DSWP Demand for softwood stumpage, WP region

ELUM Softwood lumber exports

ELWC Log exports from WC region

EPLY Softwood plywood exports

HSP 1- $ 2-family houses in total residential

Million fbm
Million sq ft
Million cu ft
Million cu ft
Million cu ft
Million fbm
Million cu ft
Million sq ft

starts Percent

ILCAN Softwood lumber imports from Canada Million fbm

ILO Softwood lumber imports from countries other
than Canada Million fbm

ILWC Softwood log imports to WC region Million cu ft
IMP Index of manufacturing production 1967 = 100

IPLY Softwood plywood imports Million sq ft

ISP Private softwood sawtimber inventory, start
of year, SP region Million fbm

IWC Private softwood growing stock inventory,

start of year, WC region Million cu ft

IWP Private softwood sawtimber inventory, start
of year, WP region Million fbm

KSP Fraction of western plywood output produced
in WC region

KSPL, KSPP Conversion coefficients for lumber and plywood
production to stumpage equivalents, CF, LS/BF,
LT and CF, LS/SF, respectively, for SP region.
(cubic feet, log scale, board feet, lumber
tally, square feet) --

KWCL, KWCP Conversion coefficients, as above, for WC
region --

KWPL, KWPP Conversion coefficients, as above, for WP
region --

1

MAHS = 1/2 iE0HSt-i' moving avg nonfarm housing
=

starts
MARDC = 1/2 i10 PPLUM

LCANt i' moving average ratio of

lumber prices in U.S. and Canada

Thousands
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Table 9. (Continued).

Variable Definition Units

1
PLUM e ratioerai21 gng av/MARPL LCANt i'

mov
ill P

plywood to lumber prices

2 PPLY
MARPS = 1/2 i=1 (0.5 PLUM + 0.25 PGYP + 0.25 PBPB)t-i

moving average ratio plywood to substitute
prices

3 PSWC e ratio ofrai1 3 gng aveMARSP = /
'

mov
.E1 PSWP t-i

stumpage prices in WC and WP regions --

RW 1/2
2 WPWC e ratio of wageserai aM gng vA il WLSPt i,

mov

in WC and WP regions --

OEPW Average output per man-year in western m sq ft per

plywood production man-year

PBPB Price index of all building paper and board
in U.S. 1967 = 100

PGYP Price index of all gypsum products 1967 =

PLCAN Price index of softwood lumber imports from

100

Canada 1967 = 100

PLUM Price index of softwood lumber in U.S. 1967 = 100

PPLY Price index of softwood plywood in U.S. 1967 = 100

PRPP Price index of refined petroleum products 1967 = 100

PSSP Price of stumpage in SP region $/M fbm

PSW Price of stumpage in West (WC + WP) $/M fbm

PSWC Price of stumpage in WC region $/M fbm

PSWP Price of stumpage in WP region $/M fbm

SGSSP Supply (cut) of public softwood stumpage in
SP region Million cu ft

SGSWC Supply (cut) of public softwood stumpage in
WC region Million cu ft

SGSWP Supply (cut) of public softwood stumpage in
WP region Million cu ft

SLNO Supply (production) of softwood lumber in
N region Million fbm

SLSP Supply (production) of softwood lumber in
SP region Million fbm
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Table 9. (Continued)

IVariable Definition I Units

SLWC Supply (production) of softwood lumber in
WC region Million fbm

SLWP Supply (production) of softwood lumber in
WP region Million fbm

SPSP Supply (production) of softwood plywood in
SP region Million sq ft

SPSSP Supply (cut) of private softwood stumpage in
SP region Million cu ft

SPSWC Supply (cut) of private softwood stumpage in
WC region Million cu ft

SPSWP Supply (cut) of private softwood stumpage in
WP region Million cu ft

SPW Supply (production) of plywood in West
(WC + WP) Million sq ft

SPWC Supply (production) of plywood in WC region Million sq ft
SPWP Supply (production) of plywood in WP region Million sq ft
T Time trend 1947 = 1

VNRESD Deflated value of nonresidential construction
put-in-place (1967 dollars) $ Millions

WLSP Wages in lumber in SP region $/hour

WLWC Wages in lumber in WC region $/man-year

WLWP Wages in lumber in WP region $/hour
WPWC Wages in plywood in WC region $/man-year

ESP Sum of all other softwood demands (pulpwood,
fuelwood, etc.) in SP region Million cu ft

EWC Sum of all other softwood demands (pulpwood,
fuelwood, etc.) in WC region Million cu ft

EWP Sum of all other softwood demands (pulpwood,
fuelwood, etc.) in WP region Million cu ft

aDetailed description and sources in section 1 of the supplement.

Demand elasticities for lumber and plywood have been the subject of considerable
controversy in the literature on the economics of forest products markets. At least nine
published studies provide estimates of lumber demand elasticities. Despite extensive analysis
there is little concensus on likely values, in part because each study has examined a somewhat
different species group or geographical region. Mills and Manthy (13) concluded in a recent
study that the demand elasticity with respect to deflated price for all structural softwood
lumber species (a subset of the all-softwood grouping in the current model) was near zero.
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Estimates for Variables in Behavioral Equations.a

Equation number for dependent variable

1 2 3 4 5 6

DGUM DPLY SLWC SLWP SLSP SPW

PLUM1 -0.075 PPLY -0.484 PLUM 0.472 PLUM 0.619 PLUM 0.678 PPLY 0.678

MA,RPL .186 MARSS -0.806 PSWC -.068 PSWP -.214 PSSP -.244 PSW -.225
454 MARS 0.825 WLWC -.243 WLSP -.049 WLSP -.130 WPWC -.141

.

P .214 IMP 1.140 PRPP -.082 PRPP -.264 PRPP -.330 OEPW -.890

VNRESD .270 -- SLWC1 .438 SLWP1 .794 SLSP1 .607 SPW1 .786

7 8 17 18 19 12'

SPSP ILCAN SPSWC SPSSP SPSSP KSP

PPLY 0.199 MARDC 1.283 PSWC 0.151 PSWP 0.055 PSSP 0.235 MARSP -0.168

PSSP -0.044 MARS 0.828 IWC 2.000 IWP 1.872 ISP .126 MARW -.571
3.063 ILCAN1 0.525

acalculated at sample period mean values.

Adams and Blackwell (2) apparently reached a similar conclusion for all lumber. Only one

study, by McKillop (9), has presented a statistically significant negative elasticity forsoftwood

lumber, and this was highly elastic at -3.21. Plywood demand elasticity estimates are also

available. McKillop (9) reports a figure for all softwood plywood of -0.06 (but not significant)
and Talhelm and Holland (16) found a -0.35 elasticity (no standard errors reported). Estimates

from studies of the Douglas-fir region alone range from -0.12 (1) to -5.65 (15). The concensus
apparently indicates an inelastic demand, perhaps somewhat lower than that obtained in the

present study (-0.48).

Lumber and Plywood Supply
Lumber supply relations were developed for each of the three producing regions, for SP

plywood, and for a combined western (WC plus WP) plywood region. Allocation of plywood
production between the WC and WP regions over time-that is, decisions to expand or contract
plant size and hours of operation-was postulated to be centralized and to depend on relative
production costs in the two regions, specifically, relative wage rates and stumpage prices. The

regional split of plywood production is represented in the model by the variable KSP (Table 8,

equation 12), which is the fraction of total output allocated to the WC region. KSP was taken

as a function of a moving average of relative wage costs and a somewhat longer moving average

of relative stumpage prices.
Recent studies of lumber and plywood markets using supply relations, rather than the

"process models" of Adams and Blackwell (2) or Adams (1), have all presented classical static
forms. That is, supply is assumed to adjust immediately (within the observation period) to
changed conditions of price and other supply determinants. This seems an unnecessarily
inflexible and indeed an unlikely behavioral proposition. In fact, numerous rigidities exist in
supply adjustments. Firms must modify employment and input flows, add or retire capacity,
and in some instances entry or exit takes place. As a result, we have postulated that the desired

level of output or supply (Sd) is given by the usual supply relation:
Sd =a0 +aIPt +azZt,

where Pt is current price and Zt is a vector of all other supply determinants. Because of the
above-mentioned difficulties, however, the actual change in supply, ASt, is only some fraction,
(t, of the difference between actual output last period and current desired output:
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ASt = R(Sa - St-1)

Substituting the previous expression for Sa , we obtain the relation to be fitted:

St = a«o + Q« 1 Pt + 02 Zt + (1 - R )St-1

This is, of course, the classical partial adjustment model used in many agricultural supply
studies.

In estimation, the adjustment form of the supply function,was found to provide a
satisfactory explanation of supply behavior for all lumber producing regions and for plywood
production in the West. SP plywood output presented some difficulties, however, both because
of the rapid and uniform expansion of output in the industry and because time series data
were extremely limited (only 11 annual observations were available). As a result, the lagged
output term was dropped and a time trend added. The trend is intended to reflect increasing
productivity and other cost-reducing factors that have given rise to the regional industry's
comparative advantage and steady growth. The reported relation was fitted using ordinary least
squares and is only a rough approximation of historical behavior. Unqualified use of the
relation in projections leads to unreasonably large losses of market share by western regions.
Actual projection methods required modification of the trend coefficient over time and are
discussed in a later section.

Price elasticity estimates for all supply relations are less than unity. Most recent
econometric studies of softwood lumber supply, however, have reported elasticities greater
than one. The disagreement appears to lie in the different supply quantity variables used, in
the forms of the estimated relations (static versus adjustment), in the lack of price deflation in
the present model, and in the supply shifters included in addition to price. To examine the
second and third possibilities, lagged output terms were dropped, price variables were deflated,
and the.supply relations reestimated. Elasticities increased somewhat, but they did not exceed
one.

Estimates of plywood elasticity are also less than unity. Here, the only comparable
elasticity in earlier studies is given by McKillop (9) at 0.38, slightly lower than the volume
weighted average of 0.54 for SPW and SPSO estimates in Table 8.

Stumpage Supply
Numerous theories on the supply of private stumpage are available. All assume the timber

owner's objective is to maximize profit or present worth, and in this respect are no different
from classical, static product supply theory. The several timber supply theories may be viewed
as special instances of a general theory of optimal harvest scheduling for growing or
nongrowing stands under fixed prices or a demand function with some elasticity. They differ
from classical supply theory, however, in that they are difficult to express in a form amenable
to empirical verification.

Those econometric studies that have given explicit treatment to timber harvest rely on
some form of classical supply function. Harvest is related to stumpage price and various
indicators of production costs. Robinson (14), for example, uses interest rates as a measure of
opportunity costs in timber holding. Timber inventory itself is generally not considered.

In the present study, I relate private timber harvest directly to stumpage price and
inventory. The underlying hypothesis is that cut is positively related to price and negatively
related to harvesting costs. Because data on harvesting costs are largely nonexistent, harvesting
costs are postulated to vary inversely with the physical volume of timber controlled by private
owners. Thus, cut and inventory would be positively related. Large aggregate inventory
volumes would be correlated roughly with lower costs of access, logging, and log transport, and
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smaller volumes would have higher costs in these same categories. Any long-term or regulatory
objectives are ignored. Clearly, a further assumption is implicit, that logging and milling
techniques adjust as required to effect the indicated supply changes.

Two forms of the supply function were examined:

Ct =a +oPt +y It_1 (i)

Ct = (a +RPt)It 1 (ii)

Equation i has a variable cut-inventory elasticity, with the elasticity directly related to
inventory. Equation ii has a variable price elasticity but a fixed inventory elasticity equal toy.
The latter elasticity may be prespecified and the equation fitted in a constrained form. Both
forms admit of simple treatment in solving the full model. Equation ii also may be viewed as
an explicit representation of the relations used for "economic" supply projections in the
Timber Outlook report (19).

Little a priori evidence exists for choosing between the two forms, although it does seem
somewhat unreasonable that the sensitivity of cut to inventory should decline when inventory
declines, as in equation i. In resource studies such as the Timber Outlook (19) or the recent
work by Gedney and others (3), one can infer that precisely the opposite condition is assumed.
In the present study, the relations were chosen in part on their historical explanatory power in
estimation, and their behavior in full system simulation runs under historical conditions.

Table 1 I summarizes the regression results for equation i and equation ii under alternate
assumptions on the value of y and for inventories of both sawtimber and total growing stock.
For the WC region, equation ii with y = 2.0 has the highest explanatory power and also
produces superior results in historical simulation. Either form of the linear cut equation i led
to erratic stumpage price predictions (some negative prices) in simulations.

In the WP and SP regions, several alternative relations were eliminated immediately
because either price or inventory coefficient estimates were negative. For the WP region, the
linear form with variable inventory elasticity provided superior performance in historical
simulations despite the similarity of its predictive power in regression with the fixed elasticity
forms. The performance of variable elasticity forms in the SP region was also superior to the
fixed elasticity relations. The equation using sawtimber inventory was ultimately selected.

In both western harvest equations, inventory elasticity is higher than the price elasticity.
In the SP relation, however, price elasticity is somewhat higher and inventory elasticity is
sharply lower than in the western regions. These differences may reflect dissimilarities in
utilization as well as trends in the structure and aggregate volume of private inventory. In the
South, private inventories have grown rapidly, markets for small wood are large and well
established, and technical changes have increased the flexibility of lumber and plywood
production in terms of the size of usable material. In a sense, the volume of timber inventory
has become less of a constraint. Private timber harvest in the West, on the other hand, remains
largely a process of old-growth liquidation. Old-growth volumes and total inventory have
declined steadily, markets for small wood are limited, and the industry is in the process of
adjusting to a second-growth economy. Under these conditions, cut is likely to be quite
sensitive to inventory, with firms leaving the industry or switching to heavier dependence on
public timber as private holdings are exhausted.

Imports and Exports
Lumber exports to all countries and imports from countries other than Canada, together

with plywood imports and exports, were taken as exogenous in the model. The absolute rates
of these trade flows are small (less than 5 percent of domestic consumption in each instance)
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Table 11. Regression Estimates for Alternative Private Timber Harvest
Relations.

WESTERN COASTAL
CUT = 496.6 + 2.71** PSWC + 0.004** IBF R2 = 0.595

CUT = 15.24 + 2.61** PSWC + 0.033** ICF R2 = 0.623

CUT/IBF = 5.59E-03 + 2.12E-05** PSWC r2 = 0.590

CUT/IBF2 = 1.85E-08 + 1.89E-10** PSWC r2 = 0.619

CUT/ICF = 3.32E-02 + 6.92E-05** PSWC r2 = 0.623

(+) CUT/ICF2 = 6.60E-07 + 3.56E-09** PSWC r2 = 0.800

WESTERN PINE
2

(+) CUT = -644.9 + 1.05 PSWP + 0.007** IBF R = 0.562

CUT = 7,413.9 + 2.44 PSWP - 0.159 ICF
CUT/IBF = 3.93E-03 + 2.52E-06 PSWP r2 = 0.556

CUT/IBF2 = 1.99E-08 + 3.83E-11 PSWP r2 = 0.552

CUT/ICF = 1.86E-02 - 1.67E-05 PSWP ---

SOUTHERN PINE
2

(+) CUT = 172E+03 + 16.62** PSSP + 2.22E-03 IBF R = 0.684

CUT = 1.89E+03 + 19.42** PSSP + 2.58E-03 ICF R2 = 0.671

CUT/IBF = 1.55E-02 - 1.97E-05 PSSP ---

CUT/ICF = 4.71E-02 + 3.49E-05 PSSP r2 = 0.384

CUT/ICF2 = 1.02E-06 - 4.35E-09 PSSP ---

a** indicates coefficient significant at or above 0.05 level of confidence;
R2 is unadjusted for degrees of freedom, r2 is square of simple
correlation between actual and predicted cut. Cut is measured in

million cubic feet, price in dollars per M fbm (undeflated), inventories

in million cu ft (ICF) or million fbm (IBF). (+) denotes equations

selected.

and affect several countries. Direct attempts to model these flows would encounter serious

problems of data availability and add little to the utility of the overall model.
Lumber imports from Canada, on the other hand, are significant (more than 20 percent

of domestic consumption) and seem likely to grow in importance in the future. The Canadian
import component of aggregate U.S. softwood lumber demand is explained by a separate
equation of demand for imports written as a function of relative domestic and import prices, a
moving average of domestic housing starts, and an adjustment term. The import price variable

is an index of the average unit "customs price" of imports derived from Department of
Commerce import data. Exchange rate is not shown explicitly in the relation but does enter
the denominator of the price ratio term, because Canadian prices are given in U.S. dollars. In

projections beyond 1974, Canadian price is linked to U.S. lumber prices by a simple linear

relation based on historical data:
PLCAN = 39.051 + 0.728 PLUMt_1.

Historically, Canadian prices have moved closely with those in the U.S. and have decreased
slowly in relative terms. The relation above assumes a continuation of this behavior over the
projection period.

Imports of logs from Canada to the WC region and log exports from the WP region have
been taken as exogenous because of their extremely small and erratic volumes. Log exports to
Japan and other countries from the WC region are also taken as exogenous. The suggestion has
been made (19) that the period of rapid expansion of these log exports has passed and that the
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future may well see a stabilization and ultimate decline in exports. This view is predicated in
part on the continued expansion of Japanese wood sources at home, in the eastern Pacific, and
in the U.S.S.R. It is also generally assumed that expanded competition for logs by U.S.
producers will increase prices sufficiently to dampen export demand. This latter conjecture
could be tested in simulations with the present model. The limited historical data available on
log exports, however, will not support the hypothesis that WC log exports are price sensitive.
McKillop (10) and Adams and Blackwell (2) report similar findings. Thus, no explicit log
export equation is included in the model.

Stumpage Demand and Conversions
Demand for stumpage in each of the supply regions is derived by converting product

supply values (lumber, plywood, and exogenous pulpwood, fuelwood, and other) to stumpage
equivalents. The conversion factors used are discussed below.

Western Coastal. Stumpage equivalents in cu ft for lumber and plywood were assumed to
decline in a linear fashion over the sample period according to the equations:

Cu ft stumpage/fbm lumber = 0.197 - 0.001 T
Cu ft stumpage/sq ft plywood = 0.081 - 0.00022 T

where T = 47, 48, ... , 74 (1947, etc.). Details of derivation are given in section 2 of the
supplement.

Pulpwood was converted at 86 cu ft per cord, log trade at 0.175 cu ft per fbm. Fuelwood
and other products estimates were derived directly in cubic feet from original source data.

Western Pine.
Lumber 0.159 Cu ft, log scale/fbm, lumber tally
Plywood 0.097 Cu ft, log scale/sq ft, 3/8-in. basis surface measure
Pulpwood 86 Cu ft, log scale/cord
Log trade 0.175 Cu ft, log scale/fbm, log scale

Southern Pine.
Lumber 0.1741 Cu ft, log scale/fbm, lumber tally
Plywood 0.0685 Cu ft, log scale/sq ft, 3/8-in. basis surface measure
Pulpwood 73 Cu ft, log scale/cord

Total private timber harvest volumes (SPSWC, SPSWP, SPSSO) are also adjusted for
nongrowing stock removals and other nonproduct removals. Factors used are given in Table
12. Total removals from growing stock were calculated as the product of the ratios in the third
line of Table 12 and the appropriate total private-cut volume.

Private Timber Inventory
A basic assumption of the present study is that private cut varies with private inventory.

Hence, private inventory can not be taken as exogenous. The specific hypothesis is that cut in
period t depends on inventory at the start of period t or at the end of period t-l. Thus, the
inventory and market sectors form a recursive system.

The approach to projecting inventory over time is essentially that of stand-table
projection, following the "big Q" method of Larson and Goforth (7). Private inventory data
were supplied by the U.S. Forest Service for stand, stock, and growth as of January '1, 1970.
For projections beyond 1975, this inventory was updated to January 1, 1975, using cutting
data as estimated in this study. Commercial forest land area in private ownership was also
allowed to vary in these simulations. Acreage figures were derived from Gedney and others (3)
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Table 12. Cut-removals Conversion Factors.a

Ratios

Region

WPc SP

Removals for products from growing stock/
Removals for products from all sources 0.884 0.954 0.955

Total removals from growing stock/
Removals for products from growing stock 1.185 1.140 1.118

Total removals from growing stock/
Removals for products from all sources 1.047 1.087 1.067

aAll factors derived by taking ratios in outlook for Timber (19), Tables
b33, 34, 35, 37, and 41, Appendix I.
Data from Douglas-fir region only.

cWeighted average of ratios from ponderosa pine subregion, California

and Hawaii, and Rocky Mountains. Weights were total product volumes

removed from growing stock.

and the U.S. Forest Service (19). Ingrowth in trees per acre, mortality, and radial growth were
held constant in all projections for the WC and WP regions but were adjusted for a range of
stand density in the SP region by equations from Larson and Goforth (7).

Details of inventory calculations are given in section 3 of the supplement, together with a

discussion of the procedures for adjustment in the SP region.
The basic stand-table calculations are outlined below:

The number of trees per acre in diameter class D, region R, at end of period T is:

1. N(D, R, T) = N(D, R, T-1) - FM(D, R, T) + S(D, R, T) - GM(D, R, T) - TR(D, R, T)

2. FM(D, R, T) = Mortality on existing stock
= MR(D, R) N(D, R, T-1)

MR(D, R) = Fixed mortality rate, diameter class D, region R

3. S(D, R, T) = Potential increase in number of trees in class D
ING(D-l, R, T) - ING(D, R, T)

4. ING(D, R, T) = Ingrowth or trees moving from class D to D+1.
= exp[ln(C(D, R, T))/(C(D+1, R, T)) RG(D+1, R)] -1 C(D+l, R, T)

RG(D, R) = Fixed radial growth rate
5. C(D, R, T) = Cumulative number of trees per acre summed from largest class

D
= E N(D, R, T-l)
Dmax

6. GM(D, R, T) = Growth on mortality
= S(D, R, T) MR(D, R)

7. TR(D, R, T) = Timber removals adjusted for growth on removals
TR(D, R, T) = N(D, R, T-1)[(RR(D, R))/(l + (S(D, R, T))/(N(D, R, T-lp)]k(D,R,T)

Calculation of volumes is straightforward with volume-table data supplied with the basic
inventories. The inventory sector receives desired removals from the market sector. An initial

set of removals is calculated based on removal rates. For a given diameter class, this volume is,
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say, RV(D, R, T), and for the total of all classes CT(R, T). Actual removals are then calculated
as shown in 7 above, where

k(D, R, T) = RV(D, R, T)/CT(R, T).

If a class is too small to have a cubic volume, k(D, R, T) = 1.

Historical Simulation

To examine the predictive ability of the full model, a simulation was run for the period of
common data availability, 1955-1973. Predicted rather than actual values were used for all
lagged endogenous variables. Solution procedures are straightforward because all nonlinear
terms in the model include, at most, one current endogenous variable. A new solution is
calculated for each period, to allow for variable coefficients in the equations for WC stumpage
demand, plywood production, and stumpage supply and Canadian lumber imports. Plywood
supply in the South was constrained to zero until 1964, from which point it follows the
estimated behavioral equation. All exogenous variables take on their actual values in the
simulation. Inventory variables also assume values used in fitting the private-cut equations
because no efforts were made to reconcile historic cut and inventory data except at inventory
years (1952, 1962, 1970).

Various measures of forecast errors are given in Table 13. Plots of actual and predicted
levels are presented in Figure 3.

The simulation tracks historical values for the major volume and price variables with
considerable accuracy (Figure 3: A, C, G, I). Average absolute percentage errors (AAPE) for
lumber and plywood consumption and prices are less than 10 percent, and root-mean-square
forecast errors (RMSE) are less than 10 percent of simulation period means. Predictive
accuracy declines somewhat for the regional product supply variables and lumber imports,
with WP and SP plywood supply variables presenting the greatest difficulties (Figure 3: B, D-F,
H, J, K). Error measures for SP plywood are inflated because of the large error in the first year
of SP production, 1964. For the period 1965-1973, the AAPE for SPSP drops to 6.5 percent.
Plywood production in the WP region fails to track the historical series at several points, with
particularly large errors in 1967 and 1969 (Figure 3: K). Levels of this variable are extremely
sensitive to errors in KSP, the fraction of western plywood output allocated to the WC region.
The coincidence of underestimates of stumpage price in the WP region and overestimates in the
WC region for 1966 and 1968 (Figure 3: N, Q) lead to low projections of KSP for both 1967
and 1969. As a result, SPWP is badly overestimated in both years.

In the stumpage sector, total harvest volumes and private stumpage supply are closely
tracked in all regions (Figure 3: L, M, 0, R-T). Stumpage price forecasts in the WC region,
however, err significantly on both turning points and levels during the period 1969-1971
(Figure 3: Q). The sharp cyclical price movements during this period have been a major source
of difficulty in earlier econometric studies (1, 2). Product output and prices rise rapidly during
1968 and 1969, which implies a markedly higher sensitivity to housing starts and construction
activity than in earlier periods. The present model fails to track the 1969-1970 peak and
trough in lumber output and prices, which is reflected in turn in stumpage market behavior.
Earlier studies have suggested a transient shift in producer and buyer behavior (occasioned by
weather-related constraints on log supplies and uncertainty regarding housing activity) as the
source of this cycle. Dummy variables and qualitative indices have been used as proxies for
these largely unobservable influences in other studies, but were not employed here.

On the whole, validation results are good and appear to provide support for the principal
hypotheses underlying the model. The competitive, nonspatial treatment of lumber and
plywood markets reproduces consumption and price behavior well. With the exception of the
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Table 13. Root Mean Square Errors (RMSE), Average Absolute Percentage Fore-
cast Errors (AAPE), Variable Means, Standard Error of Single Equation
Estimates (SEE), and U-coefficients for Full Model Simulation, 1955-1973.

Endogenous variable

Demand for lumber (DLUM)
Demand for plywood (DPLY)
Price of lumber (PLUM)
Price of plywood (PPLY)
WC Lumber supply (SLWC)
WC Stumpage price (PSWC)
WP Lumber supply (SLWP)
WP Stumpage price (PSWP)
SP Lumber supply (SLSP)
SP Stumpage price (PSSP)
Canadian lumber imports (ILCAN)
Western plywood supply (SPW)
Western stumpage price (PSW)
SP Plywood supply (SPSP)b
WC Plywood supply (SPWC)
WP Plywood supply (SPWP)
WC Stumpage demand (DSWC)
WP Stumpage demand (DSWP)
SP Stumpage demand (DSSP)
WC Pvt. stumpage supply (SPSWC)
WP Pvt. stumpage supply (SPSWP)
SP Pvt. stumpage supply (SPSSP)

1AA ANRMSE ME SEE Ua

2.4 1,045.86 32,591.47 1,058.02 0.02
4.4 681.54 11,093.17 578.87 .03
6.9 10.52 111.41 - .04
6.7 12.03 123.89 - .05
2.8 366.45 10,622.11 389.35 .02

34.7 17.12 35.33 - .19
2.8 367.30 9,513:53 358.97 .02

27.5 10.04 33.37 - .12

7.9. 679.02 6,957.58 652.78 .05
13.6 7.06 40.27 - .08
9.7 485.28 4,934.37 609.78 .05
5.0 653.76 9,733.91 374.76 .03

26.8 12.92 34.35 - .15
15.8 122.14 2,725.10 - .02
7.6 840.15 8,420.29 - .05

46.7 560.06 1,313.62 - .15
1.9 64.76 2,481.29 - .01
2.6 58.87 1,743.25 - .02
3.4 121.95 3,007.78 - .02
3.0 61.74 1,573.19 - .02
6.3 58.87 741.76 59.23 .04
3.7 121.96 2,796.36 222.98 .02

aMeasures based on the period 1964-1973.
bU = (£(P-A)2/N)u/2/(£P2/N)1/2 + (£A2/N)1/2, where P = predicted, A = actual,
N = sample size. Values near zero imply perfect predictions, values near
one imply predictions no better than a model of form Xt = Xt-1.

period 1969-1971 as noted above, much the same can be said for regional stumpage harvests

and prices. Based on this analysis, the model was thought sufficiently powerful to warrant

further use as a tool in policy simulations.

Contemporaneous Impacts of Shifts in Public Supply

Table 14 lists estimates of impact coefficients (the linear form of the model after solution
of all nonlinear terms) and elasticities for selected endogenous variables and the three public
timber supply variables.' The coefficients may be interpreted as the change in the variables in

the first column of the table per unit increase in the respective public timber supply variables,

after all contemporaneous demand and supply adjustments have taken place, but holding all
other predetermined variables constant. In terms of the simple model discussed in an earlier
section, the coefficients represent the net impact in the current period on prices and quantities
after adjustments in the stumpage markets, after any feedback from the product markets, and
after any substitutions arising from changed market conditions in other regions.

The coefficients in Table 14 provide some useful insights into the potential effects of
public supply shifts. Product prices have lower elasticities for supply shifts than stumpage
prices, a result consistent with earlier analysis. Elasticities for stumpage price and lumber and
plywood production are higher in the WP region than in the other two regions. In a sense,

3 Solution using values of exogenous and predetermined variables for 1973.
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market activities in the WP region are more sensitive to public supply shifts than in other
regions. This is not altogether surprising in light of the much greater importance of public
supply in the WP region than in other regions. Note that the absolute impacts given by the

coefficients are also greater than in other regions.
Both lumber and plywood prices are most sensitive to public supply shifts in the WP

region. This is the largest lumber supply region, and production is somewhat more sensitive to

stumpage price changes than in the WC or SP regions. Of somewhat greater importance,

however, are relative elasticities of stumpage supply and demand. A given increment of public
supply in the WP region leads to greater reductions in stumpage price, and, in a sense, more

Table 14. Impact Coefficients (1973) and Elasticities for Selected Price,
Quantity, and Public Timber Supply (in Million Cu Ft) Variables.

WC

Region
SP

Variable and units

Consumption lumber, million fbm
Consumption plywood, million sq ft
Price lumber (index 1967 = 100)

Price plywood (index 1967 = 100)
WC lumber supply, million fbm
WC stumpage price, $/M fbm
WP lumber supply, million fbm
WP stumpage price, $/M fbm
SP lumber supply, million fbm
SP stumpage price, $/M fbm
WC plywood supply, million sq ft
WP plywood supply, million sq ft
SP plywood supply, million sq ft
WC Pvt. stump. supply, million cu ft
WP Pvt. stump. supply, million cu ft
SP Pvt. stump. supply, million cu ft

RF

Coeffi- Elas-
RF

Coeffi- Elas-
RF

Coeffi- Elas-
cient ticity cient ticity cient ticity

-- -- -- -- -- --
1.777 0.144 1.983 0.179 0.415 0.008

-0.026 -0.210 -0.060 -0.540 -0.021 -0.040
-0.054 -0.392 -0.061 -0.493 -0.013 -0.022
1.577 0.133 -2.200 -0.208 -0.722 -0.014

-0.127 -3.232 -0.029 -0.822 -0.013 -0.078
-0.426 -0.040 4.860 0.512 -0.174 -0.004
-0.015 -0.404 -0.128 -3.843 -0.015 -0.095
-0.807 -0.104 -1.878 -0.270 1.175 -0.036
-0.009 -0.201 -0.019 -0.473 -0.045 -0.236
1.498 0.160 1.647 0.196 0.237 0.006

0.491 0.336 0.540 0.412 0.078 0.013

-0.212 -0.070 -0.203 -0.075 0.100 0.008

-0.707 -0.404 -0.165 -0.105 -0.074 -0.012
-0.020 -0.024 -0.175 -0.236 -0.020 -0.006
-0.155 -0.050 -0.341 -0.122 -0.789 -0.060

5Elasticities at sample period means. Coefficients are derived from linear form of
model after solution of all nonlinear terms.
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timber on the market than in other regions. Thus, lumber production increments are more
than twice as large as those in the WC or SP regions. The result for plywood price is in part an
anomaly of the current structure, because a single western plywood supply relation was used.
A decline in stumpage price in the WP region reduces average price for western stumpage
(PSW), which leads to more output in both the WC and WP regions in the current period. Over
time, however, the lower stumpage price in the WP region leads to a reduction in KSP and a
shift in the share of western output to the WP region.

The indicated absolute price impacts of a shift in WC public supply alone are slightly
higher than those derived from the Adams and Robinson studies. Thus, a 1-million-cubic-foot
increase in WC supply leads to a -0.026 change in PLUM and -0.127 change in PSWC. If I
million cu ft in the WC region translates to roughly 6.9 million fbm, International 1/4-inch (as
assumed in cut calculations), the stumpage price change is about -$0.018 per M fbm per
million fbm, or about -0.060 index units per million fbm using a stumpage price index (1970 =
100). Converting the all-softwood lumber price index to a 1970 base yields a reduction of
about 0.003 index units per million-fbm change in public cut.

The reduction in private harvest for a given increase in public cut varies substantially
among regions. A 1-million-cu-ft increase in public cut leads to a 0.71-million-cu-ft reduction
in WC private cut, a 0.18-million-cu-ft reduction in WP, and 0.79-million-cu-ft reduction in SP.
As previously noted, these results depend heavily on the elasticity of private stumpage supply
(see Table 10). For the WC region, private cut declines by 71 percent of the increment in
public cut, a result somewhat higher than was reported for the Adams and Robinson models.

A change in public supply in any of the producing regions will affect the market shares of
all regions in both lumber and plywood. The net effect of a 1-million-cu-ft increase in WC
public cut, for example, is to increase WC output of lumber and plywood while reducing
production in the WP and SP regions. This is the usual result anticipated for markets where
supply is the summation of several price-sensitive components. The form of these impacts
varies by product and region in the present model, however. Thus, public supply increments in
the SP region reduce lumber output in the WC and WP regions but lead to increased plywood
production in both. In this instance, reduced stumpage demand from lumber and lower
stumpage prices in the western regions shift plywood supply functions sufficiently to yield net
increments in output. A public supply increment in one region can induce interregional shifts
as well as intraregional product substitution in other regions.

POLICY SIMULATIONS

Projections of Exogenous Variables

The basis for simulations of market behavior under alternative timber harvest schedules is
a set of projections of the time paths of all exogenous variables in the model (except Forest
Service harvest) for the period 1975-2000. For the present model, this requires the projection
of roughly 25 different variables. Two alternative projections, termed "low" and "medium,"
are used in the policy simulations. Forecasts are presented in section 4 of the supplement.
General approaches to major groups of variables are described below.

Forecasts of housing starts, nonresidential construction, and industrial production were
derived .using assumptions or adapting projections in the Timber Outlook report (19). Housing
starts and the proportion of starts in one- and two-family dwellings were derived by linear
interpolation from decade averages for the low and medium projections of the Outlook report.
Forecasts of nonresidential construction and industrial production use the low and medium
growth rates of the Outlook report applied to a 1975 base.
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Several wage variables enter the model as supply shifters (WLWC, WLWP, WLSP, WPWC).
Wages were assumed to grow at the same rate as the low and medium disposable income
projections in the Timber Outlook, 3.5 and 4 percent. In the past, average growth rates for

most regions were slightly higher.
The price index of refined petroleum products enters all lumber supply equations.

Recent, sharp increases were assumed not to continue in the future, and the index was
assumed to grow at an average annual rate of about 2.5 percent.

Output per man-year in western plywood production was projected to grow as it has since
World War II, increasing at a decreasing rate.

Lumber exports and plywood imports and exports are small commodity flows and were
assumed to remain constant over the 1976-2000 period consistent -with Timber Outlook
projections. All other trade flows were assigned fixed values consistent with recent historical
levels.

Projections of stumpage demand for pulpwood in the SP region assume that it will
continue to provide 70 percent of all national (softwood) roundwood pulpwood. Pulpwood
harvest forecasts were taken from the Timber Outlook. Miscellaneous products and fuelwood
demands were assumed constant at recent averages for all regions. Pulpwood demands were
assumed to grow by 25 percent by 2000 in the WC region and to remain constant at recent
averages in the WP region.

The N region was assumed to retain its recent historical average share of national
softwood lumber markets. Projections are a constant proportion of Timber Outlook forecasts
for softwood lumber output (low and medium levels).

Prospective future harvest levels on public lands other than those managed by the Forest
Service were derived from projections in Gedney and others (3) and the Timber Outlook.

Log exports from the WC region are assumed to grow in line with Timber Outlook log
export projections to 1980 (roughly a 35-percent increase) and to stabilize at that rate until
2000.

Many analysts have suggested that the historic growth rate in SP plywood production is
unlikely to continue in the future because of increasing production costs and because of
intensifying competition for softwood logs suitable for peeling. Given the prospects for
expansion of aggregate plywood consumption in the U.S. and resource conditions in the
South, a 50-percent share of national markets is generally suggested as a reasonable
anticipation for the SP region by 2000. Ideally, of course, such a forecast could be examined
in the present model if it were possible to construct a supply relation along the lines used for
lumber or for plywood in the West. As indicated previously, lack of data and the strong growth
characteristics of the regional industry since 1964 preclude an adequate econometric
treatment. The relation employed is sensitive to changes in product and stumpage prices, but
the response is highly inelastic in both instances. The specific projection approach required
adjustment of the trend coefficient in equation 7, Table 8, so that SP output reaches 50
percent of national plywood consumption by 2000 under the BASE2 harvest schedule
(discussed below).

Base Projections

For contrast with later simulations, two projections were prepared in which Forest
Service cut follows what may be termed likely trends, given current management and policy
directions (see Figure 4). The first of these, termed BASE!, was derived from projections in
the Timber Outlook (19) and from work by Gedney and others (3). In BASE 1, Forest Service
cut in the WC region rises slowly from 1976 to slightly above 1970-74 averages by 2000. Cut
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Figure 4. Predicted schedules for national forest harvest under BASE!, BASE2, and Organic
Act (OA) policies.

in the WP region, on the other hand, rises by 1980 to about 20 percent above recent averages
and remains stable thereafter. This large increase reflects the conviction (as expressed primarily
in the Timber Outlook) that the large volumes of mature but currently unmerchantable timber
in the Rocky Mountain region will be utilized in the future. The second projection, BASE2, is
my forecast of developments under current policy. Forest Service harvest in both western
regions remains constant at average levels for 1970-74.

Figure 4 illustrates the two harvest schedules. In both BASE1 and BASE2, Forest Service
harvest in the SP region follows projections in the Timber Outlook. Runs were made under the
"medium" exogenous variable forecasts.

Table 15 gives numerical values by decade for major variables and compares projections
from the Timber Outlook and other studies for the year 2000. The following sections discuss
results for broad sectors.

Lumber Market
Lumber consumption in the base projections increases by the year 2000 to roughly 25

percent higher than Timber Outlook forecasts under rising prices. A major source of variance
between Outlook and base projections lies in assumptions on lumber consumption per housing
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Table 15. Comparison of Projections of Major Softwood Market Variables
from BASE1 and BASE2 Simulations and Other Studies: 1980, 1990, and 2000.

Softwood variables

Avg.

1971-
1974 1980

Period

1990 2000

Other
studies,
2000

Lumber consumption, million fbm
BASE1

36,700
36,100 41,300 45,800

36,600a
BASE2 36,000 41,100 45,500

Plywood consumption, million sq ft
BASE1
BASE2

Lumber price index (1967 = 100)
BASE1
BASE2

17,000

184

166

23,000a

278 423 633 614b
289 437 649

Plywood price index (1967 = 100)
BASE1
BASE2

WC stumpage price, $/M fbm
BASE1
BASE2

SP stumapge price, $/M fbm
BASE1
BASE2

WC share lumber consumption, t
BASE1
BASE2

SP share lumber consumption, t
BASE1
BASE2

Lumber imports, million fbm
BASE1
BASE2

WC private cut/inventory
BASE1
BASE2

WP private cut/inventory
BASE1
BASE2

SP private cut/inventory
BASE1
BASE2

Footnotes to Table 15 are on page 36.

86

72

30.3

21.1

19,000 23,500 27,800

19,200 22,600 26,500

237 400 675
528b

251 422 706

184 344 580 292c

197 368 615

82 138 218 339c
87 146 227

28.2 23.2 18.4

29.1 23.7 18.5

19.0 24.0 30.4

20.4 25.6 32.3

8,010 9,380 11,780 12,180
13,000a

9,480 11,780 12,280

d 0.048 0.056 0.065 d
0.040

0.050 0.058 0.066
0.024

0.016a
0.016 0.017
0.017 0.017

0.044a
0.046 0.052

0.047 0.054
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0.019
0.015c

0.020

0.067
0.061c

0.071



Table 15. (Continued)

aUSFS (19).
USFS (19), p. 148: deflated lumber price index of 172, and deflated
plywood price index of 148 in 2000. Assume annual WPI growth at 4 per-
cent from 1970 level of 110.

cUSFS (19), p. 149: assumed annual deflated stumpage price growth of
2.7 percent and WPI growth of 4 percent from 1972 level of 119.

dCalculated from 1972 bases of 56.49 for WC and 65.50 for SP.
Author's estimate of 1/1/75 level.

unit. In the Outlook, lumber use per unit declines even under constant relative prices. In
contrast, consumption per housing start is constant in the base projections, so long as relative
prices are unchanged. Projections of lumber price for the year 2000 are about 5 percent higher
than Outlook levels.

Lumber production in the WC region rises until 1980, and then declines to roughly 80
percent of peak production by the end of the simulations. This is reflected in the region's share
of total domestic lumber consumption, which falls by about 10 percent in both base runs
between 1980 and 2000. The decline is attributable in part to stumpage prices, which increase
more rapidly in the WC region than in other regions. The region loses part of its share of
lumber markets to imports and the SP region, and intraregionally, stumpage shifts into
plywood production.

Over the period 1975-2000, lumber production in the WP region grows by 28 percent in
BASEL and by 16 percent in BASE2. Expansion in BASEL output is greater owing to the
assumed increase of national forest harvest. Despite these gains in output, regional lumber
market share declines between 1975 and 2000 by about 5 percent in BASE1 and 7 percent in
BASE2. As in the WC region, shifts in stumpage prices and other costs (labor and energy) more
than compensate for increases in lumber prices, retarding growth in output and inducing losses
in market share.

Projections indicate that the SP region will expand its role in domestic lumber markets by
2000. Under BASE1 assumptions (with greater cut in the West) SP market share increases by
6.1 percent between 1975 and 2000 and by 6.3 percent under BASE2. Absolute lumber
output expands nearly 2.5 times in both projections. This substantial growth in production is
attributable in part to continued expansion of private softwood timber inventories in the
region, which results in smaller increases in stumpage price than in other regions. It also
reflects the maintenance of traditional differentials in lumber mill wages implicit in projections
of the exogenous variables.

In the present simulations, growth in Canadian lumber imports is the result of continued
high U.S. housing activity (starts above 2 million per year after 1983), and the tendency of
Canadian lumber prices to inflate less rapidly than domestic prices (3.7 compared to 4.9
percent annually from BASE1). Total lumber imports (including a small, exogenous
non-Canadian component) rise from roughly 20 percent of domestic consumption in 1975 to
more than 26 percent by 2000 in both base runs. In contrast, the Timber Outlook projected
imports at nearly 36 percent of consumption by 2000 under rising prices.

Plywood Market
Base projections envision expanded plywood consumption by 2000 that is 15 to 20

percent higher than Outlook levels. Price projections range from 28 to 34 percent higher than
Outlook assumptions. As noted previously, plywood output in the SP region was assumed to
grow to capture roughly 50 percent of the domestic market by 2000. In both base simulations,
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the resulting growth rates are somewhat lower than historic levels. In the West, the largest
production increments occur in the WP region, particularly under the higher cutting rates of
BASE 1.

Stumpage Market
Stumpage prices increase substantially in all regions under both base projections. The

largest increments occur in the WC region, where private harvest declines steadily after 1980 as
inventories continue to fall. The smallest price growth is realized in the SP region, with private
cut forecast to double by the end of the projection period.

In the WC region, the decline in private cut is not as rapid nor are the ultimate levels
reached as low as predicted by a recent Forest Service study (3). BASE1 levels in 2000 are
roughly 25 percent higher than cutting figures derived from the Forest Service study, and
BASE2 levels are nearly 24 percent higher.4 One rationalization of the difference may lie in
the substantial increase in stumpage prices forecast in the present model. Under such a price
regime, integrated owners may adopt much shorter rotations, utilization efficiency may
increase, and nonintegrated owners may supply substantially more timber than currently
envisioned. The base forecasts of private harvest project a rise in the ratio of removals to
inventory from 0.040 in 1975 to 0.065 by 2000. The latter ratio is extremely high, but not
without precedent in other regions. For example, a ratio of 0.061 was observed for SP region
softwoods in 1952, and roughly the same ratio has been forecast for the southern region by
2000 in the Timber Outlook. In contrast, the study by Gedney and others (3) predicts a
decline in the Douglas-fir region ratio of private removal to inventory to roughly 0.027 by
2000 and, for the combined Douglas-fir and California regions, to 0.024.

Alternative Policy Simulations
-Organic Act Policy

To explore further the potential effect on markets of changes in Forest Service timber
harvest, two classes of cutting schedules-representing extremes in possible policies-were
simulated. The first of these is termed the Organic Act (OA) policy. Interest in this policy
stems from a recent federal court ruling, generally known as the "Monongahela decision"
(West Virginia Div. of Izaak Walton League et al. vs. Butz et al.), requiring that the Forest
Service strictly adhere to the provisions of the Organic Act of 1897 in marking, selling, and
harvesting timber. Specifically, such a policy would allow the cutting only of timber deemed
to be "physiologically mature." Because physiological maturity occurs at a substantially
greater age than culmination of mean annual increment (the current maturity guide), rotations
would be lengthened. Under a continued policy of evenflow, the result would be a sharp
reduction in allowable harvest.

The full impact of the OA policy on national forest harvests is not well understood. It has
been suggested, however, that cut may decline by about 50 percent in the West and by 90
percent in the East. To examine such a policy, the BASE2 (constant) harvest was reduced by
50 percent in both WC and WP regions. Forest Service harvest in the SP region was also
reduced by the indicated 90 percent of Timber Outlook projections. To allow for termination
of existing sales on national forests (timber that has been sold but not yet cut) and for
adjustment of sales procedures, harvests were assumed to fall from BASE2 levels in 1976 to
OA levels by 1981. The resulting harvest schedules for western regions are shown in Figure 3.
The simulation assumed "medium" exogenous variable projections. Simulation results are
presented for major variables in Table 16.

4Regions in the Forest Service study were different than in the present study. Translation of cut figures
requires some approximations of the geographical distribution of private cut in California.
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Table 16. Contrast of Simulation Results Under Organic Act (OA) and BASE2
Harvest Policies for Major Softwood Market Variables.

Softwood lumber price index (1967 = 100)
OA
BASE2

Softwood plywood price index (1967 = 100)
OA
BASE2

Total softwood lumber consumption, million fbm
OA
BASE2

Total softwood plywood consumption, million sq ft
OA
BASE2

WC and WP lumber market share, %a
OA
BASE2

Canadian lumber imports, million fbm
OA
BASE2

Avg softwood stumpage price, $/M fbmb
OA
BASE2

U.S. softwood harvest for products, million cu ftc
OA

BASE 2

U.S. private softwood harvest, million cu ftc
OA
BASE2

17,000

SP private softwood inventory, cu ft/acre
OA

440
d 492 525 460

BASE2 497 566 551

WC private softwood inventory, cu ft/acre
d 2,195 1,702 1,361

BASE2
2,395 2,232 1,859 1,547

a Total western lumber production as a percentage of total U.S. consumption.
Arithmetic average of stumpage prices in WC, WP, and SP regions.

cExcludes logging residues and other removals and all harvests in Alaska.
Product removals in the N region from USFS (19), page 67.

dAuthor's estimate, 1974 only.

Softwood Timber Harvest and Inventories
Under BASE2, total U.S. softwood harvest for products' is projected to rise by nearly 49

percent between 1974 and 2000. Harvest reductions resulting from the OA policy amount to
610 million cu ft by 2000-a 4.8-percent reduction from BASE2. The extent of this decline

'As noted previously, softwood production in the North is not explained by the model. Total harvest figures

were obtained by adding harvest estimates for the North obtained from the Timber Outlook (19, p. 67) to

projections for the three endogenous regions. Timber Outlook forecasts of ForestService harvest in the North

were reduced by 90 percent in policy calculations.
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seems small at first, given that aggregate national forest harvest is roughly halved under the OA
policy. Over the simulation period, however, Forest Service cut averages about 20 percent of
total annual cut (this figure would be higher if only sawtimber harvest were considered). Thus,
with no change in private or other public cut, halving Forest Service output would reduce total
cut by about 10 percent. Because private cut does respond to increasing stumpage and product
prices in the model, projected net harvest reductions are lower. On the basis of these
considerations, the simulation indicates that private cut may increase to offset slightly more
than half of the reduction in national forest cut under the OA policy.

OA policy has a strong impact on timber harvest in the western regions. In the WC region,
private cut shows an initial and substantial increase in response to rising prices. Rates of
harvest can not be maintained, however, in the face of declining inventories, and they fall
below BASE2 rates after 1990. As a result of increased harvests, softwood inventories per acre
on private lands in the region by 2000 are 12 percent below BASE2 inventories.

In contrast, both harvest and inventory on private lands in the WP region continue to
grow under the OA policy. Private cut is projected to increase by 9.4 percent and inventory by
11.1 percent between 1974 and 2000. The impact on total regional cut is not great, however,
owing to the limited extent of private holdings. By 2000, the increase in private cut offsets
only about 8 percent of the reduction in regional Forest Service cut.

The SP region is the principal source of increases in private cut in both BASE2 and OA
policy. The basis for these increments is the large and expanding private softwood inventory.
Under BASE2, inventory grows by more than 25 percent and cut by more than 80 percent
between 1974 and 2000. National forest harvest in the SP region is not great, and absolute cut
reductions under the OA policy are insignificant. Private cut does respond to increases in
product and stumpage prices, however, as regional product output expands. By 2000, private
cut is projected to be 704 million cu ft higher than in BASE2, a volume equivalent to roughly
60 percent of the national decline in Forest Service cut in that year.

Lumber and Plywood Consumption and Output
Impacts of the OA policy on lumber consumption expand slowly over the projection

period as indicated in Table 16. In 1980, consumption is 0.8 percent lower-falling to 2.2
percent lower by 2000. These reductions are not great, owing in part to expansion in softwood
lumber imports from Canada. In 1980, Canadian imports are projected to be nearly 4.5
percent higher in the OA policy than in BASE2. This percentage declines over time, however,
because relative Canadian-U.S. prices do not continue to decline as rapidly as in the past. As a
result, Canadian imports to the U.S. expand over time but at a decreasing rate. Despite
decelerating growth, Canadian imports gain an additional 1 percent in market share by 2000
under the OA policy.

A further reason for the small impact on lumber consumption is the substantial shift in
lumber production among domestic regions. As indicated in Table 16, the two western regions

are forecast to lose about 20 percent of national lumber market share by 2000 under the
BASE2 policy. This loss results from increases in stumpage and other production costs at a
more rapid rate in the western regions than is projected for SP or Canadian producers.
Application of the OA policy to western forests reduces total cut, accelerates stumpage price
growth, and hastens the loss of lumber market share. In the year 2000, lumber output in the
WC region is projected to decline by more than 2 billion fbm from the rate in 1974 under
BASE2 and by more than 3 billion fbm under OA policy. The slow growth trend forecast for
WP lumber production under BASE2 is eliminated in the OA policy. Only the SP region
registers a gain under the OA policy, with southern producers capturing an additional 5
percent of national market share by 2000. Southern regional lumber production is projected to
expand by nearly 2 billion fbm by the same year.
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Plywood consumption is substantially more sensitive to imposition of the OA policy than
is lumber. Consumption is 16 percent lower by 1980 and nearly 24 percent lower by 2000
compared to BASE2. One source of this increased sensitivity of plywood consumption in the
model is a somewhat higher estimate of the elasticity of plywood demand with respect to
plywood price and to prices of substitute materials (building board, wallboard, and lumber)
than for lumber. Also, unlike lumber, no large external source, such as Canada, exists from
which imports might be expanded to offset a decline in domestic output.

Under the OA policy, plywood production in the western regions falls sharply compared
to trends under BASE2. Rapid increases in WC stumpage prices precipitate some shift in
production to the WP region. For the most part, however, production falls proportionately in
both regions. Southern production expands in response to rising plywood prices. As suggested
previously, however, growth in output beyond that projected under BASE1 or BASE2 in
unlikely because the region encounters constraints on availability of logs suitable for peeling.
Thus, increments in southern plywood output over current policy rates are substantially
smaller than those observed for lumber. These restrictions on interregional substitution are an
additional cause of the large shifts in consumption and price in the plywood market.

Stumpage and Product Prices
Over the past several decades, domestic stumpage prices have increased somewhat more

rapidly than product prices. Between 1950 and 1974, for example, nominal prices of softwood
lumber and plywood rose at an average annual rate of 2.1 percent while softwood stumpage
prices grew at about 5.0 percent per year. This difference in growth rates persists in the BASE2
projection but is somewhat reduced, with product prices rising at an average of 4.5 percent
annually between 1974 and 2000 and stumpage prices at 5.0 percent. Under the OA policy,
the annual rate of price inflation increases to 5.0 percent for products and to 5.9 percent for
stumpage. By 2000, product prices under OA policy are 12 percent higher than those for the
current policy, and stumpage is 24 percent higher.

Given the constraints on expansion in SP plywood production, interregional substitution,
and plywood imports previously noted, plywood prices show the largest increases in the
product market under the OA policy. Plywood price inflation was projected at 5.9 percent
compared-to 5.2 percent under BASE2. By 2000, prices would be nearly 19 percent higher
than BASE2. In contrast, lumber price inflation rises from 4.4 to 4.8 percent between policies,
with prices only 10 percent higher by 2000.

Effects of the OA policy on stumpage prices vary substantially across regions in the
simulation and are inversely related to potential long-run increments in private timber harvests,
as illustrated in Table 17. Projected increments in stumpage price are smallest in the South
where private harvest expansion is greatest. The largest increases occur in the WC region, with
sharply declining private cut after 1980.

Summary
The foregoing analysis suggests that application of the OA policy may hasten some

long-standing trends in the Nation's economy. The rate of growth in both stumpage and

wood-products prices will, in all likelihood, accelerate. The simulation indicates an increase of
0.5 percent per year for lumber and plywood prices compared with historical rates and 0.9
percent per year for stumpage, with wide variation by region. Consumption of wood products
was projected to decline compared to rates under continuation of recent harvest schedules
(BASE2), with particularly large reductions in plywood. This implies expansion in the use of
both wood and nonwood substitutes for lumber and plywood.

Reductions in Forest Service softwood harvest are largely concentrated in the western
regions. Given the currently limited capacity of private timber holdings to offset these losses,
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Table 17. Stumpage Price Increases in Dollars per M fbm

Between OA Policy and BASE2.

Region 1980 1990 20001
WC 57 124 171

WP 35 47 57

SP 17 35 48

total cut and lumber and plywood production will fall sharply in the West. The OA policy will
accelerate the long-term decline of the lumber and plywood industries in the WC region and

markedly reduce growth potential in the WP region. In contrast, harvest and product output in

the SP region and lumber imports from Canada will show major gains. Realization of these

projections would require large shifts in the regional distribution of plant capacity from the
West to the South and major changes in the structure of the industry.

Of equal concern are the potential effects of changes in production and industry location
on employment and income, and the viability of local and regional economies. No attempt was

made to estimate these effects in the present study. Because of the size of projected shifts,

however, the impact would likely be great in both the West and the South.
In shifting a greater share of the total harvest to private timberlands, the simulations

indicate that application of the OA policy could increase the rate of decline in private

inventories in the WC region and retard or reverse the rising inventory trends in other regions
after 1990. In the WC region, these trends further aggravate long-term production problems.

The simulations assume no change in management intensity on private lands. Rising prices
could alter this condition and lead to more intensive management with resultant impact on
growth and inventory. Such a development would be of little value in terms of harvestable

wood before 2000, at least in the West.

Alternative Policy Simulations-Price Control Policies

A second set of simulations was developed to examine Forest Service harvest policies that
might control long-term price trends over the next 2'h decades.

Price control policies may be differentiated on the basis of the market level of the prices
that are the object of control efforts, that is, stumpage or product prices; the price measure

employed, that is, a single key price or some composite index of several prices and whether
these prices are nominal or deflated; and the specific metric or scale that serves as a criterion,
for example, average rate of inflation in the price measure or absolute changes. In the context
of the present model, control schemes might also vary depending on the regional allocation of
changes in cut, the frequency with which prices are measured and harvest volumes adjusted,
and whether the control action is set according to some rule or is variable. Closely related to

the last is a final concern-whether the control action is taken in response to past
developments (after some realized change in prices) or in anticipation of future developments
(on the basis of some forecast of future prices).

By combining these several attributes, many possible control programs might be devised.

To illustrate the use of the model in examining such policies, only a single, idealized control
scheme was simulated. It has the following characteristics: control the rate of growth in a
weighted index of undeflated lumber and plywood prices (ratio of lumber-to-plywood weights,
5:1); only national forest harvest in the WC and WP regions is adjusted and the ratio of cut in
the two regions is maintained at 998.65:617.76, or the ratio of average harvest levels over the
period 1970-1974; harvest is adjusted each year; and control actions are taken in anticipation
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of future price changes with the assumption that the Forest Service has perfect knowledge of
price movements under any given level of cut.

The objective of the control policy is to maintain the annual rate of growth of a wood
products price index at some fixed rate (for example, 4 percent per year). Index weights
correspond roughly to the relative importance of lumber and plywood in total output of U.S.
softwood products. If the all-commodity wholesale price index is assumed to inflate at some
constant rate, this policy may also be interpreted as one of controlling the real rate of growth
of wood products prices. The relative levels of national forest cut in the WC and WP regions are
fixed. As indicated in the previous analysis of impact coefficients, the price effects of a given
change in national forest harvest differ somewhat across the three endogenous regions. In the
coefficients for 1973 (Table 14), shifts in WP region cut is most effective in producing changes
in both lumber and plywood prices. In general, the structure of this differential effectiveness
(or sensitivity to changes in cut) will vary over time as the reduced form coefficients change.'
Given this condition, a control policy might be devised that attempts to achieve its goals by
adjusting the regional mix as well as the rate of cutting to minimize the needed increments in
total national forest cut. But such a policy could prove inequitous to producers in the less
effective region (because they would encounter lower prices for products and smaller
reductions in stumpage prices than producers in the more effective region) and almost surely
would be unacceptable. As a result, a fixed regional mix was assumed in the present study.

Finally, the control policy outlined above is "idealized" in the sense that changes in cut
(regardless of size) were assumed to be immediately implemented (no lags or rigidities) and
that the Forest Service has full knowledge of the impact on price of its cutting policies. Thus,
at the start of each year, the Forest Service is assumed to calculate and authorize the
harvesting of precisely the volume needed to control price growth over the next year at the
desired rate.

In the initial price control simulations exogenous variables follow the "medium"
projections, and a range of inflation goals was examined beginning at 5 percent (roughly the
average growth rate of the index for the period 1950-1974) and declining by 1-percent
increments in successive runs. The objectives in these runs were to explore the behavior of the
harvest schedules as the inflation goal becomes increasingly stringent and to determine the
limits of the model's simulation ability. The time paths of national forest cut from successful
simulations are shown in Figure 4. Detail for major endogenous variables is given in Table 18
for the 3-percent and 4.5-percent runs.

All price growth goals require substantial increases in cut in the period to 1985. For the
range of goals examined, there is some regularity in the divergence of cutting schedules over
the simulation period. By 1990, roughly 1 billion cu ft of extra cut is required to obtain an
additional 1-percent reduction in the growth rate. By 2000, the required increment has
increased to about 2 billion cu ft. Growth goals higher than about 4.5 percent yield cutting
schedules that decline after 1985. Under the 5-percent goal, for example, national forest cut
actually falls below BASE2 levels by 2000. Cutting schedules for still higher growth goals
would intersect BASE2 at successively earlier periods. Under these higher growth goals,
increases in national forest cut during the first years of the simulations reduce private harvest
in all regions, retarding the rate at which private inventory declines in the WC region and
accelerating inventory growth in the WP and SP regions. Coupled with higher prices, the larger
inventories increase the rate of growth in private cut in the WP and SP regions and permit a
modest growth in private harvest in the WC region after 1985.

'In most simulations reported above, the WC region becomes the more "effective" for changing plywood
prices after 1980 and the WP region continues to be most "effective" for lumber.
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This development is in sharp contrast to the results of simulations in earlier sections of

this study and is of some significance. Increasing western national forest cut by about 50
percent over recent averages up to 1985 in effect removes the pressure from private inventory

in the WC region during a critical period and allows a shift in inventory structure toward the
larger diameter classes. National forest harvest can then be reduced gradually to below recent

Table 18. Simulation Results for Major Softwood Market Variables under Price
Control Harvest Policies with Inflation Goals of 3.0 and 4.5 Percent, a Medium
Economic Growth Projection.a

Avg,
1971-

Major softwood market variable 1974 1980 1990 2000

Softwood lumber price index (1967 = 100)
4 5% 249 383 580.

3.0%
184

237 322 432

Softwood plywood price index (1967 = 100)
5%4 188 313 557

.

3.0%
166 168 208 287

Softwood lumber consumption, million fbm
4.5% 700

36,200
36

41,780 46,430
3.0%

, 36,270 42,290 48,230

Softwood plywood consumption, million sq ft
4.5% 000

22,310
17

27,560 32,700
3.0%

, 23,200 32,350 44,120

WC and WP lumber market share, %b
4.5% 60

58
53 48

3.0% 62 61 65

Canadian lumber imports, million fbm
4.5% 8,740

7 910
11,340 11,950

3.0%
, 8,530 10,840 11,310

verage.softwood stumpage price, $/M fbmc
4.5% 75

80 160 286

3.0% 64 84 98

U.S. softwood harvest for products, million cu ftd
4.5.% 520e

9,770.
8

11,280 13,190

3.0%
, 9,890 11,760 14,240

S. private softwood harvest, million cu ftd
4.5% 280e

6,060
6

7,260 8,950
3.0%

, 5,842 6,378 7,134

SP private softwood inventory, cu ft/acre
4.5% 440e

503 604 632

3.0% 504 627 711

WC private softwood inventory, cu ft/acre
4.5% 395e

2,304
2

2,099 1,845

3.0%
, 2,323 2,280 2,317

aPolicy objective to constrain annual rate of inflation of composite price index
bto indicated percentage.
Total western lumber production as a percentage of total U.S. consumption.
dArithmetic average of stumpage prices in WC, WP, and SP regions.

Excludes logging residues and other removals and all harvests in Alaska. Product
removals in the northern region from USFS (19, p. 67).

eAuthor's estimate, 1974 only.
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averages by the year 2000 while maintaining the desired inflation goal, accompanied by a small
increase in private cut.

Simulation of price growth goals below about 3 percent proved impractical. Required
national forest cut becomes extremely large in these runs, producing negative stumpage prices
in the WC region before the desired rate of price growth is reached. This may indicate that the
product supply equations are insufficiently sensitive to stumpage prices and, as well, that
stumpage demand functions should assume some nonlinear form when prices are extremely
low. Even with a nonlinear specification of stumpage demand functions, however, certain low
growth goals in product prices may be unattainable solely by manipulation of stumpage prices
so long as prices of nonstumpage items inflate at rates assumed under the medium projections.

The effects of price control simulations on endogenous variables follow patterns similar
to those observed in previous sections (see Table 18). Consumption, production, and price are
more heavily affected for plywood than for lumber. Stumpage prices and volumes in the WC
region exhibit the greatest fluctuations, and those in the SP region the least. Canadian imports
always decline relative to BASE2 but continue to grow over the simulation period, even under
the 3-percent goal. Increasing the cut in the West retards market share loss in the western
regions and slows concentration of production in the South.

Two additional simulations were conducted to examine the effects of lower rates of
economic growth on volumes required to maintain specific price growth goals. The "low"
projections for exogenous variables included reduced future levels of housing starts,
nonresidential construction, manufacturing production, wages, and pulpwood consumption
(see section 4 in the supplement). As indicated in Figure 5, substantially smaller increments in
national forest harvest are needed for any given rate of price control. In the 4-percent goal, for
example, required western national forest cut in the year 2000 is 1.6 billion cu ft lower than
under medium growth assumptions, a reduction of nearly 44 percent. Cutting schedules
decline after 1985 for price growth goals of at least 4 percent in contrast to goals of 4.5
percent or higher under medium growth projections. In the low-growth simulations, a
5-percent growth rate (the approximate historical average for lumber and plywood during the
period after World War II) can not be maintained without severe restrictions in national forest
cut after 1988. In this unrealistic condition, the Forest Service would actually be working to
increase the "normal" growth rate under BASE2 by constraining cut.

CONCLUSION

Market Impacts of Alternative Harvest Schedules

Before drawing any general conclusions on the market impacts of alternative harvest
schedules based on the model, some qualifications must be noted. Any absolute impact
depends, of course, on the particular harvest schedules being compared and on the projections
of exogenous variables employed. Further, the projected effect on the market of any given
harvest schedule is largely specific to that schedule. Because lagged endogenous variables are
incorporated in the several adjustment processes of the model, forecasts at some time, t,
depend on all preceding rates of harvest in the schedule as well as the rates at time t. The
effects of an additional unit of national forest harvest on the endogenous variables at time t
will also depend on both prior and contemporaneous cutting rates in the schedule, owing to
the particular nonlinear structure of the model and the feedback of inventory to the private
timber harvest relations.
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Figure 5. Predicted schedules for national forest harvest under a price-control policy with
alternative inflation goals.

Despite this specificity, some broad regularities in the model's projections of market
responses to alternative harvest schedules do emerge from the several simulations previously
described.

Alternative harvest schedules do not have as great an impact on the softwood lumber
market over the projection period 1976-2000 as they do on the plywood market. This derives
primarily from the relatively free interregional movements of lumber production in response to
cost changes and the limited geographical substitution in plywood. In the OA policy
simulation, for example, stumpage supply reductions and price increases in the West
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precipitate migration of lumber production capacity and output to the South on a large scale.

In contrast, western plywood output declines sharply with only limited compensating

expansion in southern production.
This behavior is, of course, the direct result of assumptions incorporated in the structure

of the model. As noted before, southern plywood production has been projected largely on the

basis of trend assumptions (namely, that it will grow to about 50 percent of national
consumption by the year 2000), with price movements having only a limited impact on the

trend. Clearly, the use of some alternative, price-sensitive representation of southern plywood
supply could lead to somewhat different conclusions on interregional substitution and

sensitivity of the plywood sector to alternative harvest schedules.
Softwood lumber imports from Canada are only moderately sensitive to changes in

national forest harvest schedules. This derives primarily from assumptions on the behavior of
relative Canadian and U.S. lumber prices over the projection period. Historically, the U.S. has
been the major market for Canadian production, and prices in both countries have moved
together closely during cyclic fluctuations in the U.S. market. Canadian prices have also shown
a slow long-term decline relative to U.S. prices. In the simulations, Canadian prices were linked
to U.S. prices by the simple linear relation already described. Thus, Canadian prices move in
the same direction as U.S. prices, with a lag, and continue to decline relative to domestic prices
over the simulation period. Projected import responses would be greater if Canadian prices
were taken to be less sensitive to changes in U.S. prices and smaller if more sensitive.

Stumpage prices in the WC region are substantially more sensitive to shifts in national
forest harvest schedules than are prices in the WP or SP regions. Relative to BASE2 levels, for
example, WC stumpage prices rise more rapidly under the OA policy, and much less rapidly
under the price control policies, than prices in the other regions. Trends in regional stumpage
harvest and the structure and volume of private inventory are the principal sources of this
sensitivity. Harvest schedules that are stable or declining, such as BASE2 or the OA policy,
lead to rapid depletion of WC private inventory in the period to 1985 and to a steady decline
in both private and total regional cut thereafter. In response, growth of regional stumpage
price accelerates. In contrast, private inventories in other regions can sustain a rising trend in
private (and hence total regional) harvest in all simulations. In the SP region, for example,
private cut can rise to nearly twice the 1976 level by 1990 with no reduction in private
inventory. With rising, rather than stable or declining regional harvests, upward pressure on
stumpage prices is reduced, and growth rates are lower than in the WC region.

Harvest schedules that increase over time, such as the price control policies, reduce WC
private cut and the drain on private inventory during the crucial period before 1985, thus
allowing trees to advance into large-diameter classes. The post-1985 decline in private cut is
thereby eliminated, and, under some price inflation goals, private cut may actually expand
above 1985 levels. As a result, the rate of regional stumpage price increase is retarded. Because
the downward trend in regional harvest has been eliminated, price reductions relative to some
nonincreasing harvest schedule (such as BASE2) are also much greater than they would be in
other regions where trends in private harvest have only been reduced rather than reversed.

The projected impacts of alternative harvest schedules on end-product and stumpage
prices are larger than those derived from earlier studies. This is illustrated in Table 19, which
compares BASE1 with BASE2 and the 4.5-percent price control policy with BASE2. Impact
estimates derived from the present study differ somewhat among simulations for reasons noted
at the start of this section.

Impact estimates for end-product prices from the present study increase over the
projection period and range from 4 to 6 times higher than those of existing studies. Stumpage
price impacts also increase and range from 2 to nearly 20 times higher than those in existing
studies.
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Table 19. Changes in End-Product and Stumpage Price Indexes per Million

Fbm Increase in National Forest Timber Harvest.a

Comparison 1980 1990 1 2000

END PRODUCT
BASE1 and BASE2 -0.0062 -0.0079 -0.0097

4.5% price control and BASE2 - .0051 - .0077 - .0108

Avg of three studiesb - .0016 - .0016 - .0016

STUMPAGE
BASE1 and BASE2 - .0052 - .0256 - .0329

4.5% price control and BASE2 - .0167 - .0280 - .0390

Josephson (6) estimates - .0027 - .0020 - .0020

a
See Table 4 for definition of indexes and construction of impact

bestimates.
Marty (8), Josephson (6), and Outlook for Timber (19).

Problems and Extensions

The present study was concerned with assessing impacts of alternative schedules for
national forest timber harvest on the markets for softwood stumpage, lumber, and plywood.
The model developed for this purpose appears to offer some promise as a tool for policy
analysis but clearly is not without problems. This section discusses some of these difficulties
and suggests some possible extensions of the model that may add to its realism and increase its

utility.
A prime concern is that the model was not tested for predictive ability with data other

than those used in the estimation process. Such a test is particularly valuable as a check on the

stability of structural coefficients. Unfortunately, reserving sufficient observations from
available time series would have worsened the already critical, small-sample problems in

estimation.
Simulation over the estimation data set does, however, provide some information. Each

equation in the model was estimated separately with no formal coordination with estimation
results for other equations. Also, the simulation was conducted with model-predicted rather

than actual values of lagged endogenous variables. Under these circumstances, the model
cannot be guaranteed to predict the estimation data well. Parameter estimates from the several
equations could prove inconsistent when brought together in a complete structure, which
would yield poor predictions. Alternatively, errors in forecasts could lead to progressively
larger and larger errors as they are employed as lagged variables.

The possibility of structural change in both the stumpage and end-product markets near
the end of the estimation period presents a further problem. Some reviewers of an early draft
of this study suggested that market behavior since 1968-1969 has not been typical of earlier
experience. Also, stumpage prices in the WC region have not declined as would be expected
during the weak markets of 1974, 1975, and early 1976, again suggesting structural change.
Market activity during 1968-1969 was unprecedented and largely unexplainable in the simple
structure of the model. This is reflected in the poor performance of the historical simulation
during this period. Behavior during 1971-1974 may also be atypical, but this may be more
because of the temporary imposition of a national price control policy in these years than
because of any permanent structural change. Certainly, the general reaction of consumption
and prices to record housing activity during 1972-1973 and the decline in 1974 would
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correspond with expectations. Interestingly, the historical simulation tends to overestimate
most prices during 1971 and 1972, as might be expected in the absence of any representation
of price controls in the model. Finally, recent behavior in western stumpage prices has indeed
been unusual. Experience with such behavior is probably too limited now to warrant a
diagnosis of structural change. Perhaps the high prices observed represent only transitory
speculative bidding on the part of stumpage buyers in anticipation of rising markets in the
current economic recovery.

The model developed is essentially nonspatial. Competition among major producing
regions is considered, but consuming regions are not identified nor are the costs of transporting
end products from producing to consuming regions. As a result, changes in the regional
composition of product output predicted by the model under various harvest schedules could
prove impractical in the light of the regional structure of demand and transport costs. Addition
of a spatial dimension to the end-product sector of the present model poses some problems,
however, particularly in availability of data on lumber and plywood consumption by region
and on interregional shipments of wood products. Recent work by Haynes (5) on a national,
spatial model of wood products markets suggests some approaches for overcoming these
difficulties.

A further extension of the model might include the explanation of pulpwood demand,
pulp products consumption, and possibly pulp products price as endogenous variables. Only
pulpwood consumption enters each regional stumpage market as an exogenous component of
demand in the current model. In a somewhat more elaborate treatment, however, pulpwood
demand might be related directly to regional pulp production and this in turn to a set of
traditional market indicators for this industry, such as manufacturing production or gross
national product.
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